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trouble. You need not pay big doctor's bills,
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just step into your nearest druggist and get
a 50 cent bottle of SEVEN SAMS, the great
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blood purifier known. If your system is
run down and you want to regain your
youthful energy, SEVEN BAKKS will accomplish it, make your food digest and give
if dissati».
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—the lightest, finest,
whitest bread and
more loaves to every

sack—

—the tenderest, flakiest
and most digestible pas-

try—

—cake and biscuits and
everything else you bake
yours by specifying
William Tell, the flour
that is milled only from
the best Ohio Red W.nter
Wheat by a special pateutcd process that makes
it richest in nutritive
value.
—
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A Walk and a Talk.
None bot those long absent from the
old familiar home farm can fully appre-

ciate the aatiafaction with which the absentee again sink· his feet in its soft
soil. "Absence makes the heart grow
fonder" is true of land as well as of men,
at least of that portion of the land where
his
one was born and reared and where
chief interests, finanoial and sentimental,
still remain.
We have often heard farmers say when
asked abont the present condition of
"I haven't been
some crop or field:
baok there for weeks." We could never
understand this attitude. In the twenty
years of our farm remembrance aod experience we have never missed an opportunity to look over every field of the
farm, no matter if we had seen them
only the "day before yesterday." Seldom have we failed to observe something worth while.
Soil and growing things always have
lessons to teach, and not a week should
pass without the eve of the owner or opAs
erator noting the changes it brings.
the old proverb has it:
"Nothing fattens the ox like the eye
of the master."
Even after the harvest there are plenty of things to learn. Only last week
we noted from a solitary fruit that we
had missed a branch of the original in
pruning a grafted applo tree, and with
what feelings the roader may imagine—
saw on a three-year-old tree a variety of
peach we did not buy. Then the clover
seeding, the condition of which is in
many ways an Indication of the future,
held out to us a promise of better seasuns to come—and tbie in spite of a very
dry fall. It was a pleasure, too, which
no crop, however email, can entirely
rob us of, to wander over the acres of
rolling land now green with winter
whe»t and to feel the soft touch of the
mellow surface and the solidity underneath. Surely nature will not neglect to
do her part where such care has been bestowed!
So we might go on indefinitely to set
down here the simple, yet important,
facts which crowded themselves in and
out of our mind on that October day
just gone. But we will spare the uninterested and save our space, though not,
more worthwhile sugwe think, for a
gestion. We shall not count the space
as wasted if to some it briugs the incentive to closer observation and study of
familiar things. It is surprising sometimes how unfamiliar even those who
live every day of their lives in contact
with the soil aod plants are with many
of the facts with which they teem.
Probably these things appeal more
strongly to one who, though he loves
the soil as much as any of its sons, has
doomed himself for a season to tread the
pavements with the millions who seldom set their feet upon real earth.
—Tribune Farmer.
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!! The Stolen

nale," she said, "was he who eat beside me In the station?"
••He wae."
"And he was quite willing, I suppose,
to give op the sample on condition that
he might keep the other things."
Tee."

mi-fr;

;j Portemoonaie i
:

She Forgave the Thief
Twice

•That was very nice of him."
"Wae there anything else in

A young lady eat In a waiting room
at a railway station watching the
clock as Its hands moved slowly toward the time of departure of ber
train Presently she turned to a satchel
on the seat beside her. placed It on her
lap, opened It and took out her portemonnale. which she laid In the place

where her sutchel had been.
A young man with curly auburn hair
and brown eyes was sitting at the other end of the seat and observed that
the girl had forgotten to put her portemonnale back Into the satchel. He
kept his eyes on her and It until suddenly a railroad official called.
•Train for Hampton!"
The young lady started, glnnrod at

pityingly.

colt,
good
ready when be want· to sell.

young thing grow· well in the dark.

ι

...

of him for life."

"Don't do it"
"How would It do for him to come to
the
you, confess his crime, restore

other articles and throw himself on
You could tell him how
your mercy?
wicked he had been and picture tobim
his end if be continued in crime. Then

grasping her satchel,

away. Seeing the words "Ticket Office" over a window, she remembered
that she had forgotten to provide herself with a ticket and, turning aside,
took posltlou at the end of a line of

you could forgive him, and he might
hereafter live a blameless life.
"I think that wopld do very
It would be infinitely preferable to
sending hirn to Jail.
Mr. Merlweather left after a
hours' visit, promising to propose tb
plan he had suggested to the thief an
ask If he would consent to make restiMl··
forgiveness.
tution and ask
Deane would be advised of the «suit

n|cely.

several persons.
"If that Isn't Just like a womanr
wild the voung man with auburn hair
to himself, and. reaching for the porte
monnaie, he put It in his pocket and
followed her. taking position next to
her in the line. When It came her turn
to purchase a ticket she asked for one
to Hampton, at the same time opening
her satchel. First there was a quick

A few days later Mr. Meriweatbe
called and handed Miss Dean* the
money that had been lost with her
saying that the heart of

portemonnaie,

man who stole my pwtSBfiB*

slowly eoftenlng

and he

he could
that
Sought
her influence
might yet make
the thief was

be token an-

if

a
be
There was another
man of himself.
two hours' chat, after which Mr. Merlweather departed. Intimating tha
the next time he came to

e^Oh!hheavens.

"go tfeg

^°

would have llked

He

take her In his arms and confess tiiat
he wae chaffing her. but that time had
not yet come.
"Yes; he would have to go to jail,
and that would surely make a crimlna

the clock, saw that the hands stood at
fifteen inimités before her train time,
remembered that trains are opened to
travelers some time before tbey leave

—«

for."

"Do you really think eo?"
"I do, indeed. I consider it my duty,
being cognizant of his criminal act. to
Inform the police of It"
"And would he have to go to Jaiir
She raised her eyes to Meriweathcr s

der

Tx^ctod

bring the penitent with him.
Nevertheless it required se%eral,
more calls, each lasting from two to

three hours, before the gentleman assured the lady that the criminal wae
ready to confess hie fault and a

^Meanwhile,

may be supposed, other matters than this proposed reforiuatlon engaged Mr. Merlweather and
Miss Deane. In fact, one evening after a visit that was prolonged till nil
night Miss Deane consented that Mr.
Merlweather should go to her father t
as

The suitor, being
an estimable gentleman and a good
catch received the required consent,
Bak for her hand.

cngn^.

and the couple became duly
A short time after the betrothal Mr
Merlweather announced to hta fiance
that the next evening the penitent: th e

would call upon her to restore«the
mainder of the stolen pwperty. llsten

^nded

VVM««W««·

care

"The fellow seems quite willing to
return everything except the money.
He seems to have admired you.
"And yet he stole my portemonnaie!
"Yon are wrong In permitting him to
go free; you are encouraging vice.

proftable

»uiav

i| John Jones'!;
Find
•

ples I don't
■μ \ 111* m n n m ι m m H'

The time has been when dairymen
could buy cows cheaper than they could
raise them; that time is past. There is
uo question but what tbe right kind of a
daiiy cow properly handled will make a
profit. The question is where and how
If we have cows some one
to get them.
bas got to raise them. The milkman
who sells whole milk is not be best fitmovement of the top articles, then a
ted to raise his own cows, but be is in a
plunge of the hand down into the bag,
that
for
cows
position to pay good prices
this a convulsive stirring up of
after
have got quality.
in
the
farms
of
hundreds
There are
I've been robbed!"
state of Maine that are adapted to some
kind of stock growing, that are practical••Permit me to pay your fare." said
the voung man behind her, and, taking
ly lying idle at the present time. What
we need most is young men with a liking
out his wallet, he bought a ticket for
for tbe business of farming, and a desire
her and one for himself. Τhen they
to help build up the agricultural interboth made room for those behind them.
Tbe young
ests of tbe otate of Maine.
••What shall I do?" walled the girl.
men must be equipped with a thorough
Breeding Principles.
••You bad better get aboard the train.
practical business training, and a knowlYou may select ten of the finest cows
edge of the work they are to do. In of about even capacity of any breed of You haven't time to Investigate the
and
other words they const learn the busidairy cattle and a bull of the same breed loss of your portemonnaie,
ness of farming.
of the richest breeding that can be had; would probably avail nothing if you
Tbe young man who bas a liking for breed this sire to those cows for a series had. Was there much In it?"
dairying and a desire to grow up and de- of years till his heifers come in milk and
"Only $7.53, four postage stamps ana
herd of dairy
in
velop a valuable,
you will find a surprising difference
some samples."
cows, must remember that it will require milking capacity of those heifers.
"What exactness! I wish I could reyears of study and bard work to complete
There seems to be a natural gravity atmember things like that Never mind.
that task, but it has been done, is being
tending all breeding operations whereby
done,and will continue to be done by men a certain percentage of the offspring re I have advanced the amount for your
with a determination to do things. vert in
quality to ancient progenitors. ticket You haven't lost very
There is something more needed in this To
And he lifted his hat
a herd of cows up to a high Good morning."
keep
have
must
men
work. These young
if you do not buy females, re- deferentially.
etaudard,
with.
work
some money to
quires a severe clarifying process; in
Now, the young man knew very we
What has been tbe condition in our other
words, a constant weeding out. the girl would not let him go without
A great many farmstate in years past?
Then, again, it should be remembered asking his address that she might reers by working early and late, and denythat the rejected heifers contain just as
ing themselves and their families every good lines of blood as any. If bred in turn his loan. She asked him for it
comfort, have saved a few hundred dol- turn to a sire of strong and desirable and ho said that it would be more conlars or possibly a thousand or two.
in the
prepotency they will be very apt to pro- venient for blm to give It to her
What has become of this money? Has
duce a large percentage of heifers that train, so the two went on. He
it gone to build up a better herd of cat- will
prove very desirable. By this we her ou to the car. took a seat beside
tle; to build a silo; to nnderdrain tbe can see how important it is that we keep her and.
producing a card bearing his
land, or add comforts to the farm home? constantly in view tbe great ruling fact,
Merlweatber, wrote
No, in the majority of cases it has gone that the sire is the chief consideration in name. Nathaniel
his address on it and handed It to her.
to the savings bank to receive a divi- the
merit.
of
cows
of
high
production
dend of three and one-half or four| per"Why, you live In Hampton!' she
In selecting that sire tbe question is
cent, eventually to go West or South not so much that of family lines as it is exclaimed.
and be invested in some great eDter- of
"1 dou't live there, but I am going
performance lines on the part of the
1
prise in eome other section of tbe coun- mothers, particularly on tbe side of his there.
one
could
conditions
such
Uoder
try.
dam's sire. If we find the blood of the
That he wus going there was perfectexpect or even aek a bright, able young sire strong in tbe quality of large mothly true, but when he had entered the
man to take up a business that his owu
of
sure
erhood we may be reasonably
station he bad just left he bad no such
father did not have confidence enough in his
imparting that quality to his heifers.
to invest bis hard-earned dollars in pro- But his male calves will be more affect- intention. He was going to bis home,
moting and building up that business.
ed by the motherhood quality of their fifty miles beyond.
But the scene has changed, and to- dams than
"But you have given your street and
by him. These are distincold
day we see scattered over this grand
tions that breeders should keep con- number there."
farm
state of Maine, happy, prosperous
"That's the address of a friend."
stantly in mind. The question of imhomes managed by men who have bad mediate
importance is tbe sire and his
The girl put the card In her satchel,
who
men
in
their
confidence
business;
individual prepotency. Tbe question of and Mr. Meriweather took up tbe mathave found out that farming is a busi- antecedent
importance relating to him is ter of tbe lost portemonnale.
to
in
and
order
out,
something
get
ness;
tbe quality of the mothers that lies back
What has
"Was any one." he asked, "near you
ooe must put something in.
of him. If we keep these distinctions in
brought about this cbauge? In a major- mind we will be more willing to pay a while you were in the stationT"
"No one near enough to get possesity of cases a son has taken hold with good price for a bull of the right qualbis father on the borne farm, or bas
sion of anything that belonged to me.
ity.
bought a farm of his own, and with tbe
Now, 1 think of it. some one was sitaid of new ideas and better business
Ground Juniper.
on the other end of the bench
ting
to
methods has brought the business up
I read in the Farmer of whole pasture· while I was
waiting for the train."
a point where be can declare a dividend
made worthies· by it. We have them
"Man or woman?"
on the amount of money invested.
here in Jefferson. Tbe berries are car"I think it was a man."
With the fact before us that there are ried
bj the wind from pasture to pasless cows iu the state to-day than there tare. If
"Did you take out your portemonnale
your pasture is adjacent to one
were a year ago, and with tbe demand
infected, make a business of going over while he was there?"
there is for good dairy cows, also beef,
hour or
"Yes. 1 did. I tired of waiting and
your own, once a year for an
show
to
no
needs
it surely
argument
two and pull them, that bave got a start,
took out this magazine." She still held
that the growing of live stock ie a good from the size of a
cabbage plant to a It in her hand. "To do so I was obligprofitable business in the state of Maine peck measure. I had several hundred in
ed to remove the portemonnale and
to-day.
my pasture last year from that smaller some other
things which I laid beside
iUV |/i WIOU1
size to a square rod.
the magazine 1
present time, is how to get the money
Late last fall and In tbe winter I me. After getting out
tbat rightfully belongs in the state of
two days as follows: When tbe put them all back again Into the bag."
spent
Maine, back into the band· of good, live,
"Are you sure you put them ail
grouud was bare and frozen, also the
young men, and set it to work on some plants were as brittle as glass. Striking back?"
someof our Maine farm·; producing
close to tbe grouud under tbe bush with
♦Terfectly."
thing that our markets are calling for, an old az pole (I used an old adze some),
"Then there can be no doubt about
will
that
to
a
and are willing
price
pay
tbe plant was very easily knocked off.
matter. The man who sat beside
the
a
insure
good profit.
These were put upon tbe large patches
at
We dairymen and the farmers of the that were not disturbed.
you must have been an expert
to get
state is a whole, regardless of whether
In early spring, when there was no sleight of hand and contrived
they are potato growers, fruit growers, danger of fire running, these big piles your pocketbook away from you. I
or breeders of live stock, owe it to our- bad dried and were readily burned.
was in the station and saw a man sitselves and our state, to so educate our- Cattle and
sheep liked tbe new grass ting beside you."
selves and our sons, to the end that we that
Could you
quickly came up.
"How careless of mel
that at tho
can so manage our business,
I know of a large fine pasture where
Identify the man?"
end of the year we can stand up and say four
a
tiny plant
years ago scarcely
"I think ! could."
from that business we can declare a div- could be found. To-day it will take two
"What was he like?"
idend; and by so doing we have not men a week to eradicate them, and not
"Well, he was not a very attractive
only been helped as individuals, but very large patches either. In four years
have
have added to the wealth of our state, more the
pasture will not be worth half looking person, but I wouldn't
a
it
make
to
brighter, price.
and have helped
taken him for a thief."
to live.
In
which
state
better
happier,
"Did yon notice his features?"
Though tbe wind and birds oonvey
We have our College of Agriculture. tbe
reeds, we cannot do without that
He was a
"I noticed one feature
Able men at the head of the different element and animals, and the farmers
red headed chap."
to
educate
all
are
working
departments
must fight the juniper as any other obThe younr lady cast a side glance at
and improve those who come within stacle.—Cor. Maine Farmer.
their reach. The extension work which
her companion's hair.
is being carried on in different sections
The Oreat Work of the Orange.
"Anything else?" she asked.
of the state, by the College of Agricul"United by the strong and faithful
"Nothing ^special. He was looking
demonstrafarm
ture, through praotical
ties of agriculture," for almost fifty at you admiringly. I wonder that b·
tion work, along different branches of
years tbe farmers in the Orange bave stole from you."
of
the
be
one
to
bound
is
greatfarmiog
been working together to protect, broadA girl ce' 't help being pleased at adest helps that the farmers of Maine have en and elevate tbe rural home.
«η from α thief. The young
miration
Our Department of Agriculever had.
In his speeob at tbe Gettysburg reunlady instinctively put her hand to her
ture headed by a commissioner who is ion of the soldiers of the blue and the
hack hair.
not only able, bat anxious to do all in
gray who battled there fifty years ago,
bis power to build up the agricultural President Wilson said that in these days
Not long after this, when the train
interests of the state; all this help is for '•we can serve our fellow men in quiet was nearine Hampton, Mr. Merlweether
the benefit of the farmers of Maine. counsel and make blessed the nations of
thought it better that be should have
Many secondary schools are teaching the world in peace and righteousness the
young lady's address; he might
awakenagriculture, and by so doing are
and love."
meet the man who he declared had
ing a desire for more agricultural knowlIt is in this "quiet counsel" in many
edge in the minds of our boya and girls hundreds of thousands of meetings all stolen her pocketbook and If be did
in the state of Maine.
these al- It would be e«<ientlal that be communiup and down the land during
With all the assistance we have in most fifty years of its life that the cate with her.
She gave him her
sight at thia time, there never was ko fa- Grange has accomplished so much for name, Alice Deune, and her address.
vorable an outlook for the farmers of the betterment of agriculture.—Morti- When Hampton was reached Mr. MeriMaine, especially the breeders of live mer Whitehead.
weather hamled libs Deune off the
stock, aa there is at the present time.
and they {uirted. The next day
There was a time when a farmyard train,
And now, brother dairymen, when we
from the latter the
oeparate to go to our homes, let ua have •tench was regarded as healthful, but in the former received
faith and confidence in our business, our day we have learned better. There amount be had expended for her ticket
and a determination to talk dairying, is now absolutely no excuse for a filthy
Within a week Mr. Merlweatber
live dairying, And work to promote hog pen.
wrote Miss Deane that he had seen tbe
atook
live
of
the
and
breeding
dairying,
man who sat beside ber in tbe staHow to maintain the dairy is becomuntil Maine la the leading dairy state io
bad shadowed blm and learned
ing a serious problem. Ue slaughter of tion.
the country.
Should be bave tbe
heifer calves must In trabe produce a where he lived.
unless fellow arrested? Miss Deane replied
Uandaom· is as handsome does. A dearth of cows and a milk famine,
Is an early resort to better prac- that If Mr. Merlweather could Induce
pretty cow is not necessarily a profit there
tbe -tblef to return a sample of ribbon
producer. Better to pin our faith to the tice.
cow with a good appetite.
Have yon any hens that "hold ont" there was In tbe pocketbook be was
better than the rest in the matter of lay- welcome to tbe rest of the contents.
The mortality in little pigs Is thirty iDg? Mark those hen* and save their The next day Mr. Merlweather rang
be eggs for next spring's batching. They
per omt, and most of this loss could
tbe doorbell of Miss Deane's home
avoided by giving a little attm'ion to are tbe ones on which to build tbe foun- and sent up his card. She came down
j
their
tbe young things immediately after
dation of a bigger and better poultry
to receive him becomingly dressed, and
birth.
business.
as she entered tbe room he held out
Be sure the calves have a warm and the
<!>g sample She received it
Tbe farmer who know· bow to grow a
draft
always has a bayer sonny corner in tbe barn for winter. No with some surprise

1111111111 r r ι· storage of good* was a myHtery.
John walked out to the rocks which

portemonnaie that yon especially de- ; ; It Was a Vacant House ;
βΙΤθΤ"
a Good Rental : :
"No: there were only the money, a ; : That Paid
The
the
and
addresses
few
samples.
By NATHAN B. TOWN5END
addresses I know, and the other sam-

;

By LILLIAN SHARPE

and.

th

ι 111111111

•

!

to a lecture on hie dishonesty and receive her forgiveness. When the P
pointed time came round there *as η
ring at the doorbell, and a man In an
wearing a heavy beard and

K*
glasXs,

was admitted to the Deane re*
idence. Miss Deane came down, and
the stranger in a broken voice said.
^
•Tardon me for a miserable sinner.
waited.
He
° bowed his head and
tola tbat thi,U your

tot criminal act" «aid the Elrl. and
I elncerely hop. that It w," prove
▼our

You

last

may

have a

sweei

heart and think how glad you will
iake her by your reformation

are

forgiven."

The man threw off his ulster, tore
and
away his beard and his glasses,
her lover stood before her.
"The confession." be said, 'comes
after your forgiveness. You left your
portemonnaie on the seat In the station,
and I Picked it up. I did so for an exto make your acqualntance and
the deception to win ?°®·
Miss Deane stood thunderetruck
a few moments, then turned and was

cuse

prolonged

striding Indignantly out.of the>
when the penitent caught ber around
tte waist and held her despite her
btruggles to be free till she recovered
something of her calmness.
"You have forgiven me.

cried ^
lover "You can't go back on It
But she did go back on It. and it ■was
two long days before she repeated the
forgiveness spoken to the supposed
thief. She does not even "ow- ten
years after the episode, refer to

pleasantly·

Μσία

mica

τ.

81noe tbe perfection οΓ gold filled
metal tbe number of spectacle and
eyeglass frames and mountings made
of tbls material bas shown 11 very large
yearly Increase. Considering tbe importance of gold filled wire and tbe
seems
many uses to wblcb It is put it
surprising that so little is really known
of tbls and tiow nearly equal to solid
gold it is for many uses. Tbe term
gold filled is somewhat misleading.

Merely reversing It almost thoroughly
oxplalns both tbe material and the
process.
Filled gold, as It might well be
called, consists of a gold shell filled
with an alloy of base metal. The popularity of gold filled Is demonstrated by
tbe fact that nearly $1,000,000 of fine
gold Is used annually In one plant
alone, and half of this is used in tbe
manufacture of the gold filled wire
from which spectacles and eyeglass
frames and mountings are made.—

J American Machinist

Gladstone and Disraeli.
It was Disraeli at the Acudemy banquet who. said that "the noble, distinctive trait of British art was Its boundless fertility In Imagination and fancy."
In tbe reaction after the banquet, as
he was going home with Mr. Goschen,
he "descanted on English painters
and deplored their tote I want of fancy
and imagination." Being reminded by
hie companion that this was not exactly what be bad led people to believe
was bis opinion in bis speech at the

banquet, "No." replied Dizzy, "but,
then, my friend, one must be pleasant
after dinner."
Very characteristic was tbe comment next morning of Mr. Gladstone,
who glared at tbe companion and
roared out: "Do you mean to say that
he carried bis ghastly Insincerity withIt's hellish!"— Indein those walls!

pendent

Johnny—Tommy

Brown's

mother

go to Sunday school.
Mamma—Why do you say she makes
blm go? Johnny—Because he goes—
doesn't that prove It?—Puck.
tonkes

him
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Johnny Jones, a Maine farmer boy,
went to the city to make a fortune, bur,
getting stranded, started to walk home,
a hundred miles, usually sleeping out
of doors.
One afternoon

while

wending hie

way eastward along the coast he came
residence
to a handsome country
standing alone. Looking about him, he

could not see another house, though
the coast was open in either direction
for several miles. But Johnny doubted
if he could get any comfort in the
for he could see no evidence of

place,

its being occupied. The shutters were
closed, not one being left open. Then,
too, there was an old look about the
house. The shingles on the roof were
black and crumpled, the woodwork in
places was rotten, and only the brick
of which the house was mainly built
solid.
"If I could get Inside," said John to
himself, "I could at least keep warm,
and the night promises to be cold."
He had on only the thinnest clothing
and shivered as a chill November wind
struck him.
Climbing the fence-the
gate was fastened with a ruety chain
and padlock-he went up on to the
porch and began to look about him for
was

Be was uot long
a means of entrance.
In finding a shutter with a loose fastening and η pane of broken glass behind
it Putting his hand Inside, he unlocked the sash and raised It
To his surprise, the room into which
he looked was furnished. True, there
was a moldy look about the furniture,
but it was of a fine quality, though old
fashioned. John climbed over the win-

dow sill and Inspected the furnishings

at closer range. lie was In the drawing room among dainask covered chairs
and sofas and velvet curtains to the
A piano stood at one end,
windows.
He was
and John struck the keys.
Btartled at the breaking of the stillIt seemed to him that the shades
ness.
of those who had once Inhabited
this house, who had years ago locked
and left it had cried out at his intrusion.
John fell to wondering why so much
valuable property was left to rot
Though young, he considered the finanHad
cial feature connected with it.
the property been sold years before it
would have brought what to him would
have been a fortune. There must tie
some reason

why It had been suffered

to sink to ruin.
John hesitated about spending the
night in so grewsome a place, and had
it not been for the cold without he
would have preferred to sleep under
the stars. As it was, he looked about
for a bed and. though he was hungry,
finally got on to one of the couches upstairs. But It seemed to him that he

lying among worms. He took hold
of a coverlet to draw It over him, and
It parted through decay. This was too
much for blm; he arose and felt his
a lounge
way downstairs and. finding
covered with leather, though it was
itlCT through age, stretched himself on
it and fell asleep.
He was awakened during the night
was

he

by voices. For a few moments
could not recall where he was. Then
he listened for the direction of the
Bound and concluded that It came from
under him. Presently a light flashed
through a crack in the Uoor. Sliding
off the lounge, he crawled to the crack
and put his car to it

"We've got to run In some o' these
goods," said one In a man β voice.
"This cellar is full."
"Why not store the next lot above?"
"What rot! Don't you know we've
taken every pains to keep any one
from looking in here? Put goods on
the floor above, and some l>oy or some
tramp will look in. eee them and report the fact"
"It's α wonder no one has got on to

It Is." remarked a third man.
"They've gone around this depot often.
Fact is. it's well known that Crawford
owns It and Crawfo-d Is above susus

us

picion."

"We pay him enough rent ror it"
"Rent be hanged! lie's one of us."
"He tells me the place can't remain
much longer as It Is. A number of real
eetate men have been to blm to buy It
They want to fix it up and make it

pay."

"Crawford is making it pay

ira.

Real Proof.

'i-I

well

enough."

This was the last heard of a dialogue between different men. none of

whom John could see.

He heard some-

formed the shore. Here Lie was more
at home, for be bad been brought up
near the water. Naturally his eyes fell
upon the Irregularity that marked the
There were many protubérshore.
He deances.
many Indentations.
scended to the sea level and, the tide
being at the ebb, noticed a place where
the water washed in under the rocks.

John wondered how far in it extended.
He couldn't tell without going in under the rock, and this was Impossible
without a boat or a raft unless he
swam, and the water was too cold for

swimming.
The boy pondered on what he should
do. Should he go on home or remain
and try to solve the mystery? Curiosity

He would go back to the
beld him.
bouse and see if he could not look
Into the cellar through the crack at
which he had listened. He did so. but
the cellar was too dark for bim to see
anything. His mind reverted to the

overhanging rock, and he went back
to have another look at it The rising
tide had partly covered the place, uud
he knew that it would be nearly

twelve hours before the water would
give him an opportunity to examine It

again.

He resolved to improve the Interval
by securing a boat or building a raft to
Going to a
use in his Investigations.
wood neur by, he saw plenty of fallen
timber, and after walking several
miles to a house where he was given
some

breakfast he returned and car-

ried sulHcient wood to the shore to

make a float.

He laced the

piecetfito-

gether with twigs and when the tide
subsided 1n the afternoon put his raft

into the water and paddled to the
rock In question. Lying flat, he pulled
himself In under the land some twenty
feet, when he came to an iron door.
It was fastened with an iron latch,
which, being covered by water at
every tide, was so rusty that he could
He scuttled out, got a
It.
returned and by hammering
opened the door. There before him lay
a subterranean passage leading In the
not move

stone,

direction of ibe house.
Not having a light, the young discoverer did uot attempt to investigate any
Besides, he had no mind to
further.

be caught In a trap by an Incoming
tide. Πο got out as quickly as possible
and, sitting «n a rock, bethought himself what next to do. Πβ concluded
to go on home and consult with some
He was not sure
one about his And.
but that there was something In it for
him. and be wished to flml a way to

get It out
John was a secretive boy. and. though
ho told about his experiences In the
city, he said nothing about the house
by the sea. In a few days, armed
with some carpenter's tools and a

candle, he went back to it and. closing
the shutter behind him through which
he entered, took up a part of the floor,
went down Into the celler and found
it full of box·* and bales.
By this time It occurred to the boy
that the house was a storage depot for
smugglers. He found a door In the
celler leading Into the passage to the
water and presumed that the goods
Rewere carrlwl In by that route.
placing everything as ho had left It. he
made his way to the nearest port of

entry and. calling for the collector, told
that he had discovered a depot for

htm

smuggled goods.

He was too smart to

give any clew to it till he had made
terms with the government. This neces
eltated .some corresi»ondence between
the officials and the government, and
it was finally agreed that of any smugout
gled goods that John should point
to the revenue officers half the amount

accruing by confiscation should go to

him.
These preliminaries having been set
tied, John led the officers to the house
But,
and showed them the goods.
being desirous of capturing the smug
they pluced a watch In the house

glers,

and waited for them
It was several weeks
suspecting men fell
When they did they
egress by the passage
the one up into the

They

were

house stopped.
after they
new. valuable boat

all taken

had deposited η
load of goods.

to come again
before the unInto the trap
found both the
to the sea and

Just

Johnny received a small fortune for
He decided to go to
his information.
college uud Is now a lawyer with a
Inquiries as to the

good practice.
lonely house resulted In
that the parties owning

his lenrnlng
It bad gone
abroad many years before and left It
It changed
to be sold as It stood.
bands eeveral times without being oc
cupied and was finally bought by the
Crawford mentioned by the smugglers
aa an η valla ble depot for smuggled
goods. He had grown rich by this
meajQ£

How a Beetle Make· Love.
The death watch la always destructive. In Its earlier stages of life it
eats up books and furniture, and when
It reaches maturity the damage it does
Is greater still, though not so costly.
In length about a quarter of an inch

Ε yes of th· Starfish.
At tbe end of each arm In the common starfish there is a little red eye.
It is sheltered at the base of the terminal tube foot, which has become altogether sensory. Tbe eye or eye cashlon
shows little cups, each closed by a lens,
lined by red, rodlike sensory cells, clothed externally by supporting cells and
containing a transparent watery sub
stance. Hellmuth Plessner made α
number of experiments at Heligoland
In order to discover how much a star-

fish sees with these "eyes" or eye
•pots. The answer is, not very much.
It does not form an Image nor does It
perceive a moving object. But it has

considerable sensitiveness in distinguishing different degrees of IlKbt and
shade. Even the skin of the startleh is
responsive to differences of illumination in the immediate vicinity, but by
means of its "eyes" the starfish be-

comes

aware

of distant illumination

that differs, either positively or negatively, from that of the Immediately
surrounding area.—New York World.

Just as Well Off..
A man had bis next door neighbor
arrested on a charge of willfully damaging a chicken.
Tbe Judge looked at the charge with
mingled amusement and surprise, und
when tbe plaintiff wan put on the

stand he asked him what damage had

been done to tbe bird.
"My next door neighbor caught the
chicken In his garden," answered the
plaintiff, "and wrung its neck."
"I see," returned the Judge. "What

the chicken worth alive?"
"It was worth 75 cents," answered
the plaintiff.
"What was it worth dead?" ques-

was

tioned the Judge.
"Seventy-five cents."

plaintiff.

replied

the

"I fail to see where any appreciable
was done," said the judge.
"The case is dismissed."— Philadelphia

damage

Telegraph.

Ancient Unions and Trusts.
About the year 190 B. C. Tbyatira
came under the power of Rome, and.
though In the days of the republic it
suffered much from oppression and ex-

tortion, great commercial prosperity
to It with the inauguration of
AI>out the time that St.
the empire.

came

John wrote the Revelation it was at
the height of Its wealth and prosperity
It is known that
as a business city.
there were more trade guilds In Tbyatira than in any other city of Asia, fur

inscriptions tell us that there were
guilds of linen workers, wool workers,
dyers, bronze smiths, potters, bakers,
tanners and slave dealers. The selling
of reudy made garments was an important business of

Tbyatira.

but whether

there were the accompaniments of
sweatshops, lung hours and scanty pay
we aro not told.—Christian Herald.

Genesis of the Phonograph.
As long ago as 181»"» Sir W. FI. I'reece.
then director of the Rrltlsh postofBce
telegraphs, sent messages without
wires across the sound of Mull when
the submarine «-able was broken down.
Sir William was also present at the
birth of the phonograph. In 1H77 he

spent Independence day with Edison
at his house In New York, and in discussing the telephone he remarked t·»
the grent American Inventor. "Then If
what you say Is true It will be possible
reproduce the human voice." Edl·
3011 shut bis eyes, said nothing, and
tbe conversation changed. On the voya
age home Sir William worked out
to

phonograph In theory, but. not being a
mechanic. left It as an Idea. In less

than a month Edison sent Sir William
Preece α phonograph, the first that
came to England.—London Graphic.

Kept His Word.
An amusing tale Is told In "Polf«*e
Work From Within," by Margrave I..
Adam, of Charles Peace, the celebrated
burglar. lie once went Into a chemist's
smoking a choice cigar, which h»
shop

had burgled In a recent "exploit:''
"The chemist, noticing the aroma of
the cigar, remarked. 'Tbut's a nice
cigar you're smoking. Where did von
it?*
Peace promptly replied. 'Γ

get

stole It.' At this the chemist laughed
and said, Ί wish you would steal sonic
as good for me.' Again Peace prompt
ly replied, Ί will.' Shortly after I,.·
aguln secured some good clgrirs ii|mi:i
the occasion of one of Ills nocfti η I

Jobs, several of which he took to r
As !:e handed
chemist In question.
them to him be remarked." There y.-.i
aro—I stole them for you.'

Did a· She Asked Him.
A teacher in h tenement district hurried from the school to fln<l the mother
of a pupil who had been taken ill.
"Can you show me where Mrs. Anijelo Scandale lives?" she inquired of a
chenib transplanted from the sunny

south to a dark, sunless alley.
"Yes. teach', I show you." and a willing, sticky hand dragged her on with
such speed as to make her stumble

thing fall and t>ought a bolt was shot
though he could not be sure of this, and of a gray color, it does iu>t seem over an Italian dame seated on the
He lay
threshold. After the teacher's breaththen all was silent again.
to be a very terrifying creature; but It
less flight toward the clouds the little
awake, thinking about what he bad
of
habit
hutting
bas a facetious little
hand stopped tugging
heard, but couldn't make out anything its armor
plated head against any'There where Mees Scandale live,"
except that the basement was used for thing hard It may meet with, such as
indicated the horizontal arm and Anthe storage of goods. Were they stolen
wood or plaster, thus giving rise to a
ger, "but she downstair sitting on the
articles? Were they barrels of liquor
ticking sound which might, by a good
finished the smiling lips.-New
manufactured illegally? The reason
be
thought step,"
stretch of the Imagination,
York Globe.
for the bouse remaining In Its present
to sound like the ticking of a watch.
This mun
condition was apparent
The poor little beetle, when he causes
Breed and Feed the Horse·.
Crawford was keeping it for a purthe ticking, Is only serenading his
Show me a well bred horse and a
pose. It bad doubtless long been shut sweetheart. He can piny no musical inone and I will show you a
up and wiw not an object of curiosity. strument to please her, and so. to poorly fed
Show me a poorly bred
horse.
Turning these things over in his mind.
head poor
his
butts
he
his
devotion,
prove
one and a well fed one and I will
John fell asleep again.
Doctor.
against the wall.—Family
Show tne a
show you a fair horse.
When he awoke In the morning the
well bred one and a well fed one and
sun was shining in through a broken
Ancient Game of Football.
I will show you a market topper.—
blind. John arose from his couch and
Football is probably thp oldest of
a
in
Wallace's Farmer.
was
him.
He
library.
looked about
At
Derby
national
games.
England's
Books were on the shelves, but they
as
was
early
football
a game of
played
Quaint Description.
were
dusty and dingy. He went as the third century In commemoraAdmiral
Dewey once described
through η door into a pantry and tion of victory over the Roman legion
man who
through the pantry Into the dining at Chester. The first football used lc «uaintiy in Washington a
was a borrower and a sponger.
room. He opened some cupboard doors
the annual game—still played each
"He is one of those chaps that one
in η vain hope of finding something to Easter— Is said to have been the bend
meets," the admiral said,
eat There was uot a crust and not a of a Danish invador.
In the Isle of occasionally
He
"who use all their friends as coaling
cruet hud beeu there for years.
from
Purbeck, too. the free quarrymen
went to the stairs leading down Into time immemorial have perpetuated stations."
the
door
the
but
separating
the cellar,
their claim to a grant of land by kickRemembered Him.
cellar and main door was fastened.
ing a football across it In the four"Did your uncle remember you when
to
failed
He tried to kick it open, but
teenth century the game was so popuhe came to make his will?"
make any impression on it
lar as to call forth an edict forbidding
"Yes.
lie remembered me so well
Leaving the bouse by the window it, on the ground that it Interfered with
that he left my name out altogether."
exercises.
martial
through which he had entered, he the
of more
looked about the brickwork below the
first fioor. There were but two small
windows, over both of which boards
had been placed on the inside. There
was not α crack through which be

could look within.

How were the goods taken In?
There were no marks of wheels on the
entrance roud. Indeed, the grass grew
The
on it as well as on the lawn.
chain and lock on the gate gave no
evidence of having been moved In a
long while. Toward the ocean a distance of several hundred yards there
There
were no tracks of any kind.
was no opening from the cellar except
within the house. This matter of the

practice

Shakespeare referred
to the game, but perhaps few would be able to turn up
readily the passage in "King Lear" doscribing "a base football player."—LonIn

later times

contemptuously

don Standard.

Old Ag· a Paradox.
Dr. Lyman Abbott, discussing old

age at a dinner In New York, smiled
pensively and said:
"Old age is not so sad as youth
deoms It. Old age is a paradox. It
may Ite truly said that the best years
of a man's life come after the host

years of his life have been wasted."

-Buffalo

Express.

Relationship.
Governess-If I were cousin german
to you. what relation would my father
be to you. Mildred? Small MildredDutch uncle.—Chicago News.
Bullfights In Private.
bullfights nre occasionally
given by the very rich people in Madrid. and guests are invited to them as
they would be to a dinner.
Private

Ths difference between one boy and
another consists not so much in talent
as

In energy.—Thomas Arnold.
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The Oxford Democrat.

THE OXFORD BEARS.

Ernest Bowler, Jr., hM been the
·
guest of frleads in Bethel, end spent

few days banting.
THE DOINQS OF THE WEEK IN ALL
▲t the T. M. C. ▲. lMt

Thursday

Bnckfleld.

WMt 8WMT.
The engagement of Mr.
Among thoie from W«it Pari· Grange
"d *
who attended Pomona et South Pari· of Stonebam,
ublloly
of New
Tuesday were C. S. Dudley, Mr. and Humphreys
o(
Mr·. Dana Grover, Mr. and Mra. Will
aa the
known
Mr·.
and
Mr.
Stearns, Mrs. John Wood,
A. E. Marshall, Mr. and Mrs. C. S. Marshall, Ezekiel Porter, lira. Lee Marshall,
Harold Porter, P. L. Wyman, Mr·. M.
-m <·*·
Bubier, Mr·. S. T. White, Mr. and Mr·.
Tuell.
Adney
Wut Parte.

Bet bel.

Maas^,

theorohird

Tbomu Record I· working forC. W..
3haw In the ant market, taking the {
place of Ray Jordan, who baa gone to
Branawlck to bave obarge of a meat and (

jjydney rowj
Yort^u P^
JJj

fish market there for Mr. 8baw.
Mr·. Lucy Shearman of Portland baa
been a gneat of Mr·. Mary and Mlaa
Shirley Hall at the Saint·' Rest, and alao
with Mia· Sadie Spanldlng for a few

evening the qaestloo "Should examinations be abolished in our schools," was
debated. It proved helpful and interestParts Mill.
ing to the boys.
South Paris, Maine, December 9,1913 rtrat
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Hastings and
Baptist Chureh, Bav. β. W. t. Hill,A.palM.
lor.
Preaching every Sunday at 10:45
their granddaughter Dick, with M las
Ml··
Mist Ruth Tucker ie very 111.
Sunday School at 12. Sabbath evening service
A Τ WOOL) & FORBES,! at 7:3»'. Prayer Meeting Thursday evenln* at Mae Cross, went to Boston Thursday. Tucker was the victim of a serious car- ermore Fall· M receiving μβ^μβ»·
Covenant Meeting the laat Friday before Later Mr. aod Mrs. Hastings will go
7 30.
on the birth of » B0D*
All
riage accident several yean ago, which fions
Editori and l*roprieton.
the let 3on-lay of the month at 230r. M.
in®0
sooth.
Mis· Mrs Soudder wae formerly MUi Theaâ
oaused a bad spinal trouble.
not otherwise connected are cordially Invited.
A. R. Fokbks.
Ukukue M A rwood.
Friday evening the newly organized Tuoker bad nearly reoovered until early
Dr. and Mrs. Charles L. Aldrich start- men's club met at the Coogregatioual this fall
very serious conditions again
where parsonage. The following offloert were
If
strictly In advance. od Monday for Ocala, Florida,
SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.

ISSUED TUESDAYS.

ΐ,Τ«'ρ3*

day·.

they expect to spend the winter month·.
Mr*. Thompson oloaed her aummer
All legal advertisement»
Advkktiskmknt*
for
$1.30
are given three consecutive Insertion·
home here, and the family went Monday
per Inch In length of column. Special con- to Portland and Boston for the winter.
tracts m a· le with local, transient anil yearly
News was received here last week of
advertiser·.
tbe birth on December first, In New
New type, fast ρreaeee. electric
Job Paiimno
York City, of Charlea Lyman Case, 2d.
power, experienced workmen ami low price·
combine to make this department of our busi- Many friends here extend congratulaness cemplcte and popular.
tions to tbe parents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
copiée 4 cent».

South

Howard's Drug Store.
ShurtleiTe Drug Store.
Noyes Drug Store.

Paris,

Norway,

.-«tone's Drug Store.
A. L. Sewton. Postmaster.
Mrs Harlow. Poet Office.
Samuel T. White.

BuckHeld.
Paris Hill.
West Parle,
NKW

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Edward Case.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Leonard have moved
into the house with Mr. and Mrs. Edgar
Hutchine in this village.
Raymond L. Atwood went Monday for
a visit to relatives in Cambridge, Mass.
Frank A. Farrar has moved from tbe
farm he recently sold on Woodbury hill
to the rent formerly occupied by Freedom S trout in the Geo. B. Shaw bouse.
Mr. Strout baa moved to the Farrar farm.
The pupils not absent from the Paris
□ ill Grammar School during the fall

't.«kDfor"i«.old

Mvra Brl.lgham
Ronald Shaw
(toy Hammond

Eggs are High.
Tbe Holiday Season 1913.

Theluia Daniels

Absent 1

day,

Althea Curtis

Maine News Notej.

Absent 2 days,
Roland Andrews.
Edna M. Ccmminus, Tbacuek.

dents.

Portland's city election

on

Monday

re-

More

honor**!
vance."

la the

December 1, 1913.

"It tea custom
obser-

breach than the

Scrutator.

Note by the editor—with apologies for
the inability of the Democrat to use accented letters.—The above serves to call
attention to a manifest misuse of terms.
It can not be called wrong to write of
Mrs. Mary Ann Currier, born Weston,
or Mrs. Mary Ann Currier, nee Weston;
between the two forms of expression the
But
question is simply of good usage. write
it is manifestly an impropriety to
of Mrs. Mary Ann Currier, born Mary
Ann Weston, and it would be equally
improper to use the French word in
place of born. She was not born Mary
Ann Weston, but all the name except the
Weston was bestowed upon her aftei
birth. It may be audacious thus to
criticise that fount of English uodetiled,
the Boston Transcript, but even the best
authorities sometimes cod.)
Maine Dairymen Meet.
The Maine Dairymen's Association
held sessions jointly with the Seed Improvement Association at the City Hall,
Lewiston, last week. Strong interest
was manifested throughout the three
days' proceedings, and it proved one of
the best ever held in the state.
milk,
The fine exhibits of butter,
cream, cheese, etc., in various forms
from
as
as
well
creameries
from many
dairymen throughout the state, emphasized the importance of this great industry, while tables filled with many
varieties of the different kinds of seed af
forded a study for the horticulturist.
The several addressee giveu presented
the live issues of the day in a convincing
manner, and we were led to see the rapid
advances beiDg made along the lines
advocated by the association, although
it is clear that there is room for much

improvement yet.

The horticultural department from
Orono was an instructive feature al
these sessions.
Among the creamery exhibits we no
tice that though Warren Creamery got
the highest place on score card with ι
score of 06 1-2, Oxford County Creamery
with a score of 9t5 and Waterford with a
score of 1*0 1-2, follow very closely.
At the business session H. G. Beyer,
Jr., of Portland, was elected President,
and Dr. L. S. Merrill was re-elected sec-

retary.

pleasing feature toward the close
the presentation of a gold-headed
was
caun to Benj. Tucker of Norway as one
of the charter member· of the association.
Though taken completely by surprise
Mr. Tucker proved equal to the occasion,
and made a neat speech in acknowledgement.
A

Here and Tbere.

«2e"î

Mr. John Thibodeau, a worthy citizei
and industrious farmer in the Spring
district, died very suddenly Nov. 25th o!
acute
indigestion, aged 59 years,
On Friday he wai
month·, 12 days.
taken to Conway, Ν. H., for burial.
Llewellyn A. Wadsworth and Henrj
N. Burbank attended Probate Court al

yeDuîing"te

!tnck

mS

R'wésley

Steteon read.
served.

West Bethel.

"A winter morn. The enow lie· whiteEarth's garment, woven In the night.
A bove the purple wooded hill·
The eun «teals up and softly spin·
Adowu the vale his golden light.

I
i

I

I

I
I
I

I

I
I

I

A bove them mournfully the sad wlnu· blow
Tbelr melancholy bugles of despair.
In vain the brooie lift up th<dr voices where
The bird· were wont to match them singing so,
And ever a· with piteous call· they go
They hear Death'· mocking answer· In the air.

"Mysterious the sky.-a dome of'

»J*«lj

Sullen the sun,—a flame of frozen light
Enkindling earth wltu fl res ο f frostd
;
Gray breaks the dawn; and Winter at her wheel
Begins her splnulng of the mantle wMte—
n
I.
to
fol
A nhroud wherein the wasted world

Hark and dre»ry.
Mise Edith BrigRS of Norway visited

The days

are

I relatives and

frieuds in town '*·*
w®,
Tyler and Mildred E. 8l>aw
united iu marriage on Thanksgiving

\lmon K.

were

I ^Edward Mason has

moved from the E.
Mason house to the house he rocently
bought of Alton Ames.
Mrs. Sarah W. Brown will work in
North Waterford this winter, iu the
same family where she was employed
! last winter.
Λ
Mr·. Mary A. Lapham of Oxford le
L. D.
now caring for her sister, Mrs.
Grover, who is very unwell, and unable
to do any work.
Repaire for stoves can be bought and
safely sent by parcel post for one-half
the price charged by some hardware
dealers in their stores.
Willard Johnson has moved from the
Murphy house, so called, on the north
side of the railroad, to the E. L. Mason

I L.

I

I

house, vacated by Edward Maaon.
Where, 0, where is the Bethel tax col-

lectai?

I for thoae

[Jurer,

I

Rev^

*"μγ.

of

Robbie,

in which the

following

young

ladies took part: Florence Swift, Nellie
Stowell, Gertrude Engleman, Marion
Swift, Eva Fiske, Elizabeth Swift, Lucy
Chase, Edith Fiske. The parts were all
well taken. Nellie Stowell as Robbie
made a great hit. The duets by Marion
itnd Elizabeth Swift were sweetly sung,

GJJg
then

and Iula Haskell, who are
ι»u*ndl°g
College, spent the week-end with

"S't'mÎb,

Berth» K».n.»gb

VaLenaDBarker,

I

...

is spending a few
daughter, Mrs. H. R. Edgerly.
Mrs. Clifford ia ill, requiring the care
In Wheeling, Va., watches and clocks
of a physician.
are taxable, and the return of the asFred Taylor, who Is In the Central
sessors shows that in the city, which baa
Maine General Hospital, is said to h«
aad
watches
274
00,000 inhabitant·,
clocks are owned and assessed. That's improving.
Mrs. Smith aad two boys of Berlin an
the Latin of it What's the Interpretathe boarding house.
running
tion?

Pottle, Harold Hall

and Fred

I ^Leotine'

..

tlll's.
Something new in the news: A case
Elsie Bartlett spent Thanksgiving
of fatal poisoning from taking tablets
with friends at Rutaford.
by mistake, which were not bichloride
Mrs. Geo. Catting of Sooth Paria
of mercury.
weeks with her

|Jobn

and Fred Chase of Portland have been
recent guests at Mrs. Kavanaugh s.
Frank Lord and eon, Philip, have been
and Mrs. Wood's recitations were rendered in her usual pleasing manner. visiting Mr. Lord's daughter, Mrs. Rowe,
Milliken'* Orchestra of Norway furnishRobinson is at home for a sbori
ed fine music during the entertainment
and for the dance. The ball was crowdwho is teaching «cbool
ed, and a neat sum cleared for the
lights. The boys and girls are certainly at Berwick, has been in town a few days.
Arthur Walker is olerklng for Marshall
deserving of praise for the two good
entertainments they have furnished. Λ
French is building a cottage on
They have put in lota of time and hard
the shore of Lake Thompson.
work.
Mr. and Mrs. George Waite of Me
Mrs. Wood was entertained by Mrs.
Nellie Stowell.
chanlc Falls spent Thursday with Mr.
Ordell Bryant of Portland occupied and Mrs. L. B. Dunn.
the pulpit at the Union church Sunday,
A crew of men are at work In the vilaseisted by D. L. Joslin of Norway.
lage clearing the large shade trees ol
his
Charles Herrick has moved
family moth nests.
to Norway, where he has
employment.
Eut Sumner.
the
Tebbet·
He has worked for
Spool I
Mrs.
Russell, with her
Lucy
several
Co.
years.
and
Misa Lucy Chase, who baa worked for Mrs Lizzie Gammon of Farmington,
Mrs. Mark Lapham, returned to her Miss Clara Kills of Cambridge, Mass.,
to
has gone to Daytona, Florida,
spend
home Wednesday.
Mrs. Frank Purington of Bethel was tbe
in
the
vicinbeen
has
It
quite sickly
in town Tuesday.
Alice Brown was a recent guest of Mr. ity of East Sumner of late. R- G. Stephens and Arthur Chandler have each been
aod Mrs. Roy Brown of Berlin, Ν. H.
Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Rand and son unable to attend to their duties at the
on account of sickspent Thanksgiving in Lewiston, the store for several days
Mrs. S. Robinson barely escaped
guests of Mr. Rand'a sister, Mrs. Carroll oeas.
an attack of pneumonia last week, and
Breveter.
Fred Morton waa entertained by bis i· quite feeble.

"c'rlton

Albany.

usiuru·

iug his parents for a few days.
John Dyer and family ami Lester
Mrs. Carrie Frost and daughter, Miss
Agnes Frost, epent the week-end with Richardson spent Thanksgiving with
Mrs. Allen Richardson, In Hanover.
relatives in South Paris.
Wilfred Perkins and family spent
Mrs. Harry Ruwe, who has been having a bad time with her hand, is improv- Thanksgiving at Mark Whitney 8 at
C
ing.
The body of Orln Swift of che1"®·
Several from here attended Pomona
Mass., was brought here Monday. The
Grange at South Paris, Dec. 2.
G. L. Briggs has bought a horse of E. funeral wai held at the home of bis sisL. Farrar of Redding.
ter, Mrs. William F.unce, Tuesday,
Harry Ruwe and John Estes are pick- Mr. Liodsey officiating. lie leaves a wife
in
the
nests
moth
high- god two children.
ing brown-tail
Joe Davie shot a deer last week.
way.
Mr. and Mr·. Leland S one of Portland
Newell Rowo is at home from Dixfield.
Several from here attended the dance were guests of Leander Wardwell last
W
at South Woodstock last Saturday.
Allfreda Haskell, who is attending Oak
Locke's Mills.
Grove Seminary at Vafiealboro. epent
The "Justamere Club" gave an enter- her Thankegiving recess with her par·
tainment and dance at Hotel Hall Tuesand Mrs. Marcotte of Poland were
day evening to raise funds for street
lights. The entertainment consisted of guest· at Merle Perkius' Thursday.
Mrs. Sarah Dunn is a guest at Morrii
a short play entitled The Convalescence

]

driving

respectfully suggest that
generally time enough to report
marriages and deaths after they occur.

there is

Will Tuell of Lewiston has been visit·

■

Perley

as

E. H. Fontaine bas

a crew

of

men

out-

Perler

____

I

School began

oharge
taught

on

Monday, Dec. 1st,

in

of Miss Esther Eastman, who bai
several terms here with good

""jlr'and Mrs. James B. Cobb
Lewiston

abopping

went

to

last.
Frank Glover has

Report says that B.
sold his place to Frank York, the
ager of tbe Hartford town farm.

man-

Sumner, known

Lane

York,

It is

said,

has sold bis
as the John M.

PlMrs. Mary Maxim has sold her pasture
land to Geo. E. Barrows.
Most of the late fall of snow disappeared on Wednesday, and left the roadi
for the time quite mnddy.

Wilson's Mills.
Roy Bragg has a crew at Azlsooos
Falls, making preparations for putting
in a motor boat for the spring drive for
the Β. M. Co. They are camping In the
bollding formerly
occupied by the
Twltchell Bros, as a store bouse.
Cuvier and Azel Wilson each secured a
deer by tracking after the late fall of

"mt

and Mrs. Azel Wilson and Mister
Linwood took dinner with Mie. Wilson's
parents, Mr. and Mr·. John Olson,

Thanksgiving Day.
Mrs. Marf Wilson was a guest
daughter, Mra. C. T. Fox.

of

her

Ε S. Bennett was over from Rangeley
and spent Thankegiving day with hie

parenU^er^a Wilson and

Maater Rob-

ert 8torey took dinner with her
ter, Mra. Millie Linnell, at tbe

t0K; and Mrs. Newell

daughlower

Llttlebale, who
have been visiting their children alnoe
August, returned to fchelr borne In Auburn Saturday.
Denmark.

and calf ting and parading pulp.
Chaa. E. Cobb baa returned from bis
Bertha Keniston and children of Lovell
to Will Coolldge of Locke'· Mill·.
trip to Lake Superior, Wisconsin.
Ranle Morrill ha· hi· mill boarded and were with her sister, Mrs. H. B. MoKeen,
Fred Sanborn haa purchased a new enroof all on, and blackamlth ihop the Thanksgiving.
gine and outfit for sawing wood.
Nice weather for them.
aame.
Maynard Wentworth is to build him a
Norway Lake.
Mrs. Dollle Lapham took Mr·, nay
house In tbe spring near the resldenoe
Mr. Frank Gammon paased from this
Lapham to Bethel one day laat week.
of George Allen; will cut hU lumber for
He had
Mr·. Calvin Cummlng· I· »t home life the evening of Deo. 4th.
same on hla old place at Esst Deo m ark.
a
or
two.
from Upton, where ahe ha· been the been really worse but day
Alvln B. Ordway spent Thanksgiving
is
this
Fred
who
Mr.
Dnnn
last two weeks with her mother,
passed through
with bis daughter, Mra. Bennett, in Har-

John H. Wheeler «old

a cow

plaoe the afternoon of Deo. 4tb on his
Connor butchered two pig·· way to the hospital. He had been growohureh roll call was held In
ing much worse for a week or more. Grange Hall Tueeday. Dinner was served
•old one to Will Bryant.
had
to
seemed
to
that
he
Previous
not
but
gain
Lota of deer hunter·,
many
P. M.
quite fast, and he wm maoh encouraged.
jget· dear.

Ι Τί,

I^Tbi
|»tl7olook

Buy

Squills

The entire

are

25c

a

You
chases

are

early.

ents to send

early·

useful

gifts.

Our Stores Sell
Neckwear
Braces

Bottle.

Especially Strong Showing

of

A. E. Shurtleff Co.

Useful Articles

departments have always been one of the most
holiday shoppers. This year greater etl'orts
popular
than ever have been made to secure dependable makes.
With such representative makes of Gloves as Fowne's,
Meyer's, Chanut's, and others for choice, the recipient cannot fail to he pleased.
With such dependable Hosiery as Wayne Knit, Cadet,
These

for

Bankrupt's Petition for Discharge.

)
In the matter of
WILLIAM JACKSON,
| In Bankruptcy.
Bankrupt. )
DisΓο the How. clauknck Hale, Judge of the
trict Cuurt of the United States for the District
of Maine:

Romford in the I

JACKSON of

In
County of Oxford, and State of Maine,
WILLIAM
said District, respectfully représenta, that

and Gordon Hose to choose from you

on

day of July, laat past.be was duly
Conadjudged bankrupt, under the Acts of
Bankruptcy; that he ha*
κ reus relating to
and rights of
hla
all
surrendered
property
duly
with all th" I
property, and baa fully complied
oi
requirements of said Acts and of the orders
Court touching hie bankruptcy.
Wherefore he prays, That he may be de
from
creed by the Court to have α full discharge
eaM
all debts provablo against his estate under
ex
as
are
debts
such
bankruptcy Acts, except discharge.
cepted by law from such
Dated this 19th day of Nov., A. D. 1U1S.
WILLIAM JACKSON, Bankrupt.

are

only

Affords

Mittens
Hats

two

a" co'υr,,1

aseorle(* cu'ore

ρ'*·η>a"

Vsnkcc Hose "jpair1110
Beautiful
jiatterus (or the holidays, all
Neckwear grade*, 2">c and 50c.
or

new

Bath Robes

κraίlβ,,'250

Hoy's Murtpouders 2Ac.
^aucJ boxes,
^'ue' ρ'0'4» e*c·»

Popular gifts, hoavy,

warm

robee,

styles,

in

two

attractive

coloringe.

H. B. FOSTER,
one

price;;clothier

I Five

MAINE

JJ

Years' Business f

^________

Why

STRONG and LIVE BANK. A bank that is

making

a

Our

steady, healthy growth.

cient service that

will get the
with us.

Store Co,
Maine.

same

customers can tell

is to feed them

DR. HESS' PAN-A-CE-A
$1.25.

money |

they

getting and

you
if you do your business
are

DOES THIS GRADUAL GROWTH
MEAN ANYTHING TO YOU
DATE

1, *08,
Dec. 1,'09,
Dec. 1, *10,
Dec.

Dec. 1/11,
Dec. 1, '12,

Dec. 1,13,

EGGS ARE HIGH

5

not open an account with a GOOD, %*

effiyou of the courteous treatment and

DONT FAIL TO SEE OUR LINE
OF HOLIDAY GOODS

Main St., Norway, Main·.

iD faucy gift b0XftS

auduOc.

hundreds of satisfied

Combs and Mirrors.
See Meccano the latest and
Sets
most instructive of toys.
$1.00 to $6.00.
See the Campbell Kids in all
varieties, Pussy
Pippin and
to
50c
$1.00.
Pippin
Puppy

•1

soon

Arm Bands

I

Toys, Dolls, Games.
China, Crockery, Glassware,
Parisian Ivory Goods of all kinds.
Toilet Cases, Hair Brushes,

of women's

MAINE

NORWAY

For

well

wonderfully

gift of most appropriate character.

Christmas

^iwnpndprs
Hnliriaν JUSpCIIUCia
IlUllUay

Norway

James N. Favor,

is

department

be in the midst of the
holiday preparations when all is
hustle. We have prepared lor your
wants and have a fine stock of gifts
suitable for man or boy. We advise
early shopping while the stocks are
full and complete. Well lay aside
anything you wish, to be called for
later. After Christmas we'll gladly
exchange any gift that doesn't fit
Below we mention a few
or suit.
interest.
of
things

Hosiery

or

store

Christmas Gifts

Armlets

1 1-2 lb. pkg., 26c; 5 lb. pkg.f 60c; 12 lb. pkg.,
Pan-a-ce-a it guaranteed to give satisfaction
refunded.

that this

NORWAY,

should

Headquarters

lay

a

You'll

Christmas Shopping Here

and the way to make the hens

seen

ONE PRICE CASH STORE.

Early

Do Your

Norway,

aiticles.

The Purchase of Rich Furs

Nothing But Useful Gifts

Variety

possible gift

equipped
ready-to-wear apparel.

F. H. Noyes Co.

Hobbs

few of the many

attention is invited to the

We Are Ready to Serve Vou

are

a

It will be

Suits

We

House Furnishings

For December the Gift Season and Winter Months

stated.
Witness the Hon. Clabknce Hale, Judg
Pon
of the said Court, and the seal thereof, at
of Dec.,
land, in said District, on the 6th day
A. D. 1913.
JAMKS E. HEWKY, Clerk.
[L. β.]
A true copy of peUtlon and order thereon.
JAMES E. HEWKY. Clerk
Attest
49 51

Satisfaction and Saving =

get

to

Blankets and Warm Comfortables

printed

(2 Stores)

bound

gifts this department is filled with ρ ssibilities.
Fine Linen, Lace Curtains, Couch Covers, Beautiful
For

OltDER OF NOTICE THEREON.
I
DISTBICT or MAIKE.es.
rea
On thisSth day of Dec., A. D. 1913, on
I
It Is—
the
peUtlon,
foregoing
lng
:
Ordered by the Court, That a hearing be haD
16th day of Jan. A.
upon the same on the
In said DU
1914, before said Court at Portland,
and thai
trict, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon;
Dem
Oxford
the
In
be
notice thereof
published
In said District, am!
ocrât, a newspaper
In
that all known creditors, and other persons
and place
Interest, may appear at the said Umc
and show cause. If any thev hare, why the pray
er of said peUtloner should not be granted.
Tbni
And It la further ordered by the Court,
the Clerk shall send by mall to all kuown cred
ad
Itors copies of said petition and this order,
undressed to them at tnelr places of residence

High Living Expenses you

are

satisfaction.

the litth

Come and look. See the pretty combinations and attractive
boxes we have for you to send the gift in.

=

ornamentation.

Hosiery and Gloves

Maine.

South Parii,

Gloves
Underwear

South Paris

utility and

articles.

Mackinaws
Overcoats
House Coats
Bath Robes
Fur Caps
Fur Coats

Sweaters

the Christmas

that combine

stand for excellence in the manufacture of these useful

Handkerchiefs
Men's Jewelry

Mufflers
Shirts

bespeaks

there

store

gifts

the hundreds of
handkerchiefs in many styles to select from, it is imposable
to go far astray.
More than ever it is true of this stock this year. We
gave our orders long ago after carefully considering the fine
needle work, quality of linen, design and all points that

We 8ay
buy early because you avoid the rush
end and now you have unbroken assort

In these days of

at-

Handkerchiefs

at the last

give

particular

own

The Gift Par-Excellence and with

urged on every hand to make your puryou have pres|$ ft not just as well?
away the post office department says mail

ments to select from.

has received its

spirit,

aiticles for

An

can.

Chrismas Presents
This Year

M

Mr
farm in

you

department

tention and is brought to a high standard in anticipation of
the desires of our patrons at this gift giving time.

BLUE STORES

C°We would

were

TBAP COBNER.

I "âtrlut of their verdure, desolate and bare,
I Mountaln» and hill· await the coming •now,
I

music,
Light refreshments

It is becoming quite common
who know the amount of their
taxes to pay the same to the town treaaand about all the oollector does is
I to send out billa by mall.
John Dwinalls bas moved from the
Henry A. Cross house, on the north side
Fryeburg Wednesday.
of the railroad, to the upstairs rent in
Some three inches of snow fell Nov the Haskell
building, and the lower rent
Nov. 28th.
la occupied by a family named McAUesto
went
Rev. Η. H. Hoyt
Fryeburg ter.
Dec. 5tb to attend the funeral of Mr
Mason.
Hutcbina.
Henry
We regret to learn that Alden B. Wads
Rev. J. H. Little of Bethel preached
worth, the last of eleven children of the here Sunday. He will preach here again
late Gen. Peleg Wadsworth, of Hiram > in two weeks If the weather is favorable.
recently died of pneumonia is Everett
Mrs. Warren Martin and her daughter
He was ι
Mass., aged about 75 years.
Mildred are visiting the former's par1
gentleman of culture and ability, anc ents, Mr. and Mrs. Cyrus Mills.
leaves a widow and many friend·.
School began Nov. 24.
Zenaa Mills of Norway Is In town
Brownfield.
hunting at this writing.
Carroll, Rex and Ralph Martin of HarThe shingles on the roof of the bous< ,
rison are in this place hunting.
of Hiram Seavey caught fire to-day, bn
Cbannlng Scrlbner Is working for A.
it was soon extinguished before mucl
sister, Mrs. Lizzie Tebbets of Auburn.
J. Hutchinson.
damage was done.
Charlie Swan, night watchman at the
Mrs. Leland Mills and sister, Mrs. HaCharles Howard of California is visit
mill, has returned from his vacation.
I zen Lowell, were in town Thursday.
ing friend· in this town.
J. C. Littlefield was in South Paris
The village schools are closed for J Ί
North Paris.
WeHneaday.
two weeks' vacation.
Mrs. D. A. Thurston of Rumford CorMra. Lewis Abbott spent s few days
It was very humiliating Thanksgiving
last week, tnd Mrs. Mc- ner was in town Thursday.
day tu know our neighbors were eating in Buckfleld
In Massachuturkey for dinner, while we poor mor Alister with her brother
Hebron.
tals couldn't afford ao mnoh as a bone
The Ladies' Circle aupper Tuesday
Bacon died very suddenly Fribut such is life in bard time·.
day morning of Bright'· disease and was very successful, clearing over seven
J. L. Frink is still on the feeble list.
dollars. There waa a large attendance
Mrs. Sylvia G il patrick was taken tc heart trouble.
Arthur Abbott and wife went to the and a pleasant time reported.
the Maine General Hospital last week
J. L. Bumpus has been quite sick the
Central Maine General Hospital Friday
for treatment of a broken ankle bone.
for treatment of their baby.
past week, but at present writing ia some
Alfred Parker and Stephen Maddox better.
Eaat Waterford.
Dr. Meserve of Shaw University was
are on a trip to Massachusetts.
Massacbu
for
started
E.
Mclntire
J.
Mrs. L. J. Abbott went for a few days at the circle supper Tuesday, and Wedsetts Monday, where be will visit rela visit to her parents In Sanford. The nesday morning gave a very interesting
tives and friend·.
talk to the students in the chapel.
two sons went with her.
Mr. and Mrs. L Ε Mclntire and Mr
E. S. Dunham is very sick and haa
North Buckfleld.
and Mrs. C. S. Mclntire attended th<
been for several days. Dr. Littlefield
state dairy meeting in Lewlston.
V C Keene baa purchased the John of South Paris attends him daily.
Geo. Stearns, who baa been taking a Lane farm of Frank York, and has movMies Grace Bumpus has 75 White Orvacation of two weeks, returned to L. K. ed there.
pington pullets that laid eighty-nine
,,
VT
Mclntire'· Wednesday.
Mrs. Lewis Abbott and baby of North dozen eggs in November. Misa Bumpus
Mrs. Sidney S. Hall went to Nortb Paris have been visiting Mrs. Isabelle ships her eggs to Boston, and has got aa
Conway Tuesday with their little boy Swallow and other relatives.
highae fifty-six cents a dozen.
who bad infantile paralysis when a fen
A Ε Holmes was at home from the
North Stoneham.
months old. Dr. and Mrs. G. B. Shed.:
University of Maine for the Thanksgivwill take them to Boston for an opera- ing recesa.
Wm. Adams is on the sick list.
tion on the affected leg.
Mr. and Mrs. H. M. Adams and son,
Ross Varney waa at W. Heald s reB. G. Mclntire attended the New Eng- cently.
Roger, have been visiting his brother, G.
»
»v„
land state assessors' meeting in Boston
Mr·. J. E. Mayhew has gone to the W. Adams, at North LoveU.
last week.
Ε. B. Sawyer and little eon, from West
home of her son, Mabury Mayhew, at
ahol
been
have
of
a
deer
number
Quite
Auburn. She will have her foot treated. Mill, visited his mother, Mrs. Ν. H.
about here.
From here he went
bear
of
to
Her many friend· hope
rapid Sawyer, laat week.
to LoveU to visit bis brother, Llnwood
I Improvement.
Emerson Tuoker ha· moved down for Sawyer.
Hastings.
Ε S. Bartiett of Eaat Stoneham is takVerne Walton and Irving Andrews ol ■ the winter.
Clarence Foster baa erected a portable ing care of bis young cattle at the Hilton
South Paris returned home Saturday
mill on the D. R. J»ck firm, and will McAllister place.
with a good dee -,
M. E. Allen had the good luok to trap
Mr. and Mrs. Tracy of Aubnrn are at employ a large number of men and team·
a Canada lynx.
He sold the skin to B.
Bickford'a camp for a few days' hunting. I this winter.
E. Brown.
Grover of Waterford is
team for the company.
Silas Kenniston of Albany is working
in the mill, and boards at J. A. Gup-

b!m^

S

Sunday.
George Farnum went to Boston Thursday to visit his mother, who has just

sulted in the re-election of Mayor Oak- passed her 91st birthday.
Earl Felt of Auburn took a bunting
ley C. Curtis, Democrat, by a plurality
of nine, be having 5187 votes against trip Wednesday in the Sygotcb section,
5178 for Wilford O. Chapman, the Re- and shot two deer near the Bradbury
publican candidate. The city council is mines.
Frank P. Cole of the Dearborn Spool
Republican. Of course au inspection of
a business
the ballots is in progress, and charges of Co. returned Thursday from
to New Jersey.
corrupt practices are freely made by the trip
Fred Parker, foreman at the corn
Republicans.
shop, has returned to his home in CorElB.
Wilfred
Tbe (iead bodies of
uisb.
dredge and bis wife, both about GO years
Maoy new and attractive designs in
in
of age, were found Sunday morning
Holiday Gifts juet received at the store
their bouse in Litchfield, which was on of H. J. Libby.
fire. There were no marks of violence,
but indications that the fire might have
Welchvllle.
been started by kerosene. The son of
who underwent a
Samuel
Carpenter,
tbe couple, Fernald M. Eldredge, about
surgical operation at bis home on Dec.
30 years of age, was taken into custody
1st. is in a critical condition.
pending an investigation. He had been
Henry Coy, who was recently operated
drinking.
upon at St. Mary's Hospital, Lewiston,
or
I* gaining in strength.
The Q.iebec Railway Co., recently
Mr. and Mr·». Seth Ames are visiting
ganized under the Maine laws, proposes
to construct across the northern part of in Waltham, Mass.
Ε L Burus of Oxford, Mr. and Mrs.
Maine a line extending from the New
Brunswick line near Presqne Isle in a Granville Burns of Portsmouth, Ν. H.,
J. F Fuller and J. V. Hunting aro at
coarse approximately due west, a dis
tance of about 110 miles to the western Richardtton Lako for two weeks.
Mias Maud Henry of Portland was a
boundary of the state. This is meant to be
werk-end guest of Mr. and Mrs. R. F.
a part of a proposed continuous electric
N.
railroad from tidewater at St. John,
Staples.
The W. H. M. S met with Mrs. Clem
Β to Quebec. The AHegash section, as
three
Poland Monday, Dec. 1.
it is called, will cost not less than
and a half million dollars, and will pass
East Bethel.
through the wiidest part of the Maine
Herman Cole has returned home to
wilderness.
Washington, D. C.
John Howe ha» gone to West Pari·,
••Born" Instead of "Nee".
whore he in working for Ralph ChapIn the Democrat of June 10, in speakman.
ing of the use of the French word "nee"
Mies Elsie Bartlett was at home from
instead of the English word "born" in
Hasting* over Sunday.
introducing the maiden name of a marLincoln Cumminge was recently in thii
ried woman, I said that, when I next
looking after for.
place
saw in print such a use of the word
Mrs. Mary B. Darling, who ia spending
"bora" I would make a note of it and the winter at the home of her niece, Mr·,
send it to the Democrat. I see that the
Z. W. Bartlett, is in very feeble health,
word is so used in an obituary notice
caused by paralysis.
of
has
which to-day's Boston Transcript
Ζ W. Bartlett has recently purchased
Pratt, the notice
M ro. Ann Currier
large tracts of timber land and mil
as
"born
mother
of
her
Mary
speaking
property in Oxford, and will operat<
Ann Weston." The French word "nee" there the
present season. Choppers anc
in
such
used
I
always
admit,
nearly
is,
team· for hauling are now al
the heavy
cases, but, in spite of the fact that
work.
use of that word is the almost universal
Hiram.
custom, I cannot but think that

j

mostly1Hg<JS®t**he?e

Clarence K. Fish, aged 24, of Appleton, a member of Bates College senior
The tall term of the Partridge School,
class, and principal of the Flagstaff high under tbe instruction of Raymond L.
I
first
tbe
was
sine·*
school
September,
Atwood, closed Friday. Scholars not
victim of thin ice reported io Maine. He I absent during tbe term: Donald Lap·
was drowned at Flagstaff while skating,
Uam, Gordon
Field, Ralph Linsoott,
on the 29th of November.
Alice Field, Wilroa Mason and Hattie
was
Mason.
Louis Noiskey of Trenton, N. J
accidentally shot at Grindstone by WilBryant's Pood.
liam Stacey of that place, and died later
Mrs. Martha Estes died at tbe home of
in a Bangor hospital.
Stacey admits the
Woodstock Nov.
shooting, but says that he did not see Burton Cole in North
about 80 years. She was the
Noiskey when he fired, haying aimed at | 29th, aged
of Washington Estes, late of
a mink, and the bullet beiug deflected by I widow
Bethel. The funeral was held Monday
the water.
Rev. E. A.
at the chapel, atteaded by
Up to tbe latest rep irts twelve people Stover.
were killed in Maine during the hunting
Victor Saunders has moved Into the
Of these, four were mistaken
seas n.
tenement of the Emily Felt house.
upper
for deer and shot by the huuters, six
William Howe is building an ell to the
were killed by accidental discharge of east end of his
bouse, which will contheir own weapon*, and a little girl was nect with hit* stable.
accidentally shot by an elder brother
Elmer R Bowker came up from Westwho was cleaning a rifle. More than 60 brook
Seminary to visit his parents over
accipereous were wounded in gunning

and

Each

quick, too. We
this
up ourcompound
put
selves for exactly this puroverpose. It subdues and
comes the inflammation and
is at least a hundred times
better than sticky oil, or
harsh liniment. Don't lose
time
fooling with such
things, but start using Lettuce and Squills as qhickly

a.ïi £.s .ot"«op

Marion Hammond
Harland Shaw

to

and do it

VI»;

Srs,·::^

Geneva M You.se, Tkacheb.
Pupils not absent from the Prfmary
School :
Marlon Cummlngs
Merton Curtis

A Check for Christinas.
Sugs^'-tlons for Xmas.
Buy Christmas Presents Early.
The Bathroom that Pleases.
Makes Uaptd Headway.
Be l' doue of the Beauty of Your Hair.
Eastern steamship Corporation.
Christmas Gift-.
Bankrupt's Petition for Discharge.

Lettuce

sjarii? Β™.Μ»ΐ"

Glenn Ross
Beatrice Curtis
Mavnard Curtis
Alice Hutchine

a

the outside of your skin and
at
your trouble is #not there
all. What you want to do
is get a bottle of our syrup of

j

|

The Holiday Season 1913 at
The Merchant Store

to

The

on

'phone and Mail Orders.

Successors to S. B. and Z. S. Prince

minute,

α

or oil on your neck.
stuff you rub on goes

fame

'"w-to'tSwi"?»
ïi

here

see

to

Ζ. L. MERCHANT & CO.

cough by rubbing liniment

Schools oommenced Monday with the

assay*»*

—

term are:

The Christmas Season.

Now,

my friend. You ought
khow that you can't cure

Tuesday.

"îoÎÎ.H.SîSïuVt.in.

—

SIXULE COPIE*.
Single copie.-* of Thk Dkxockat are four cents
each They will be u ailed on recelptof price by
the publishers or for the convenience of patrons
single copies of each Issue have been placed ou
•ale at the following places In the County :

I

teacher· a· in tho fall term.
elected:
lir. and Mrs. George R. Tucker of
Kev. F. M. Lamb and Rev. £. A. Davia
Pre·.—Dr. R. B. Ttbbette
were guests on Saturday and
Portland
Vice-Pre·.—Prof F. E. Hanscom
Dr.*.»· of Sontb Pari· exchanged palpite San-'
Sunday, Nov. 29th and SOtb, of his par8ec.—Herbert C. Bowe
day, No*. 30, and Mr. Davis' stay wa· ;
Fred B. Merrill
Treae
ents, Mr. and Mr·. J. R. Tucker.
much enjoyed by hi· many friend· here. :
U
G.
N.
J.
Dr.
H.
T.,
BuB.10,
Com.—John
Morse,
111
ExecuUve
Henry Walker, who has been very
Fred Davee la picking brown-tail* for.
wttb
1>>"
Qefartng and Herbert 3. Pushard.
Ρ"""'
Is
.p«odtoghl.»«o»tloo
for several weeks from typhoid fever,
the town. The crop ia more than abunMr and Mr·. S. G· Doble.
It was organized with ten obarter memκι*κ
gaining slowly.
Dow bu .old th. i.-moo which dant.
bers, but had an increase of six in atMrs. S. T. White wa· the guest of her
The annual election of officera of War· !
were burned to Β. F. »
bla
tendance at the first regular meeting.
last
building»
two
day·
•ister, Mr·. W. -8. Auetin,
ren Camp, Sons of Veteran·, was held
Sherman Merrill of Mlnot has been week.
W
The Universalis* Circle will hold a at their regular meeting Tuesday even-1
visiting relatives in Bethel.
Miss Mabel Bicker has been quite 111
ing as follow·:
The stores are taking on a Christmas for a few
«aie,
supper and entertainment in
days past.
to
Commander—W. M. Bicker.
appearance, and the windows begin
wa· entertained on
T.
U.
The
W.
C.
Senior Vice-Commander— M. A. Warren.
hi. tara 1»
look attractive to the youngsters and
Mrs.
and
Rev.
home
of
at
the
Junior Vice-Commander—J. F. Elllngwood.
Thursday
older ones too, wbo find the Christmas D. A. Ball. There was an excellent proCamp Council—Γ. M. Lamb, H. A. Murcta, W.
of
number
the
L.
Becord.
one
season makes
forget
attendance.
and
good
gram
Delegates—A. L. Parker, E.G. Smith, W. E.
milestones panned.
E. Curtis went to Portland
Sara
Mrs.
Wood.
Exams for the ending of the term at
Monday to remain about two weeks.
Installation will be on the drat TuesGeneral Hospital
Gould Academy will be given this week,
Mrs. A. D. Swift was in Lewiston re- from the Central Maine
in Jannary.
day
an op
he
underwent
where
the term olosing Thursday for a three
at
her
of
Lewiston,
cently on account of the illness
The ladles of the Baptist Circle held
some weeks ago.
for
weeks' vacation.
eratlon
taken
to
was
who
appendicitis
•ister, Miss Radoliffe,
their annual sale, supper and entertainThe grammar school gave a most in- a
Among the hunters who were f°rt°°a!e ment at Orange Hall Wednesday
hospital.
and
Ford
are
Elmer
Id
a
deer
teresting entertainment last week under
to
a
business
getting
made
Q. A. Smith
trip
evening, and it was a success in every
Gwendolyn Portland Wednesday.
the supervision of Miss
way. There were a lot of customers for
Stearns, the principal, and the teachers
School closed Friday for a three weeks'
the various departments, which included
The following
of the lower grades.
to
have
teachers
the
and
gone
vacation,
an apron table, in charge of Mrs. Rawday the two "down stairs" rooms enter- their homes.
son and Mr·. Lunt; a fancy good· table,
tained their friends with an interesting
Quite a delegation from Granite Chapin oharge of Mrs. Holland and Mrs.
the
all
in
which
joiued.
pupils
program,
ter, O. E. S., went to Bethel Wednesday
canned goods, in charge of
hu Allen;
The sohools close next week for the
in
charge
evening.
Mrs.
Fiake; vegetable·,
ill
of
on
account
time
for
Christmas vac.itlon.
a
others
and
several
position
Mrs. S. T. White
of lira. Iriab, and a candy booth,
A very interesting game of basket attended the
boallb.
and
entertainsale, supper
in obarge of Mr·. Ricker and Mrs. Warball was played Friday eveoing between ment
by the Willing Workers at South
ren.
Supper committee was composed
Qreenwood.
the Norway High boys and Gould Acad- Woodstock
evening.
Wednesday
of Mr·. Walte, Mrs. Jacob·, Mrs. WarIn
The snow that fell Friday night after
emy resulting in a score of 50 to 21
Mrs. Harry Mann entertained the Jolly
ren, Mits Barrett, Mr·. Glle. The enterfavor of the borne team. It was a pleas- Twelve Whist Club
Wednesday evening. Thanksgiving amounted to about six tainment consisted of a male quartet
Is
now
ure to see the honest rivalry which was
inches, but
Refreshments were served.
of the following men: F. M.
there composed
shown by the boys, and all had a good
The Good Will Society wish to thank on the hills, and it was said that
Lamb,"Bret tenor; L. M. Irish, second
word for the Norway boys, who though Master Edward Stilwell for his excellent were more hunters out after b g g
tenor; W. H. Conant, first bas·; J. E.
defeated carried home the honor of hav- musio on the Victrola, also all others than there was game to hunt.
seoond basa, and a farce entitled
Warren,
ie
which
Mon
"clean
a
out
the
went
man
One
following
game,"
ing played
who took part in the entertainment, and
"My Turn Next," with the following
some
won
after
a
and
than
by
rough
victory
day
traveling
greater
morning
all who by gifts or work helped to make
caat of character·:
the woods, It being cloudy and
play.
the *a)e, chicken pie supper and enterJ. E. Warren
Mr. Taraxacum Twllters
with
f°und
loaded
trees
the
snow,
is
kindness
A. A. Mitchell
tainment a success.
Mr. Tom Trap
Every
MIDDLE INTERVALE.
η Mr. Tim Bolus
a while camo
after
lost:
but
self
Bert Flske
of
sum
appreciated. The satisfactory
W. M. Bicker
Farmer Wheatear
eight of this place, which he reached i
"Sletere. sinters of mine, have we done what we $102 00 was realized.
Shaw
Lrd
la
Twitters
Joele
Mrs.
where he
oound,
A very pleasant party was entertained doe time, still not knowing
Misa Clceley
Gertrude Benson
In all the old way·, through all the new day*,
was at first, although born and grew-to Peggy
Fleke
Mae
and
their
aweet
Mann
life
at
make
Mrs.
Edwin
J.
and
Mr.
and
To t>ettcr the race,
by
good?
About seventy dollar· was oleared.
residence on Main Street Thursday even- mnnhood wlihin less than half a mile
In
ours
was
that
the
full
said
Hare we played
part
it
He was well tired out and
The Imperial Photo Co. of Rumford
ing, in honor of four birthdays of relathe start,
he should do for a has taken the rooms over H. Tattle's
tives and friends which occur during five It waR all the hunting
Ststere of mine ?"
store for ten days.
consecutive days. The guests of honor
Making the beit of everything each were Mr. Mann's
few day«the snowremalnHenry Warren and Harlow Gerrisb go
father, Lewis M. Mann,
w'tb
day, reaching ont a helping hand when Mrs. Mann's
in
divers
traveled
ed
they
to Lewiston Monday to take a course at
grandmother, Mrs. Cynthia
which
needed, happy old age is as beautiful as H.
of
one
the
autos
got
rest,
among
Bliss Business College.
Curtis, Rev. D. A. Ball and Mrs. F.
ohildhood. Make every today better
near bv here, and it was nearly an
Bates and John Record, Virgil Smith
The company numbered
E. Wheeler.
than yesterday, then rent annured tha'
on
could
the
chauBeur
before
hour
"get
menand Mr. Staples returned Friday from a
fourteen, and besides the guests
"At evening time it Khali be light."
the
bill.
to
climb
■team"
enough
and
tioned were Mrs. Lewis M. Mann
bunting trip to Summit, bringing ono
We have just received word of the
Hayes, who was one of a party deer.
her mother, Mrs. E. C. Andrews, Mrs.
death of our cousin, Grace Wriehf, of
wrote
Florida
to
wmt
who
recently,
F.
WilMr.
A.
D. A. Ball, Dr. Wheeler,
Mayflower Chapter, 0. E. S., elected
Boston, the daughter of Martha D. PackMrs. Alice H. Ford, Mr. and Mrs. hick that they had a pleasant voyage officer· at their regular meeting Friday
liams,
and
died
not
who
ago
long
ard Wright,
found June
H. R. Tuell. Refreshments were served. out there, and on arriving
night. After the meeting there was an
left her daughters all io Boston, and
ane
in bloom,
and refreshments were
An all-day meeting of the Good Will weather aud the fiowers
entertainment,
sons
Two
to
first
is
the
Grace
go.
girl
and promised to write served.
a
The following officers were
Society was held Wednesday at Good sent only card,
have died.
elected:
The ladies had work, and at more In detail later.
Will Hall.
.j
Two lovely Christmas cards from our
Adelbert Libby of Norway has mo»ed
noon enjoyed a basket luncheon.
Worthy Matron—Mr*. Marr I-amb.
couein in Boston, Mrs. Ida May Briggs.
with
his
brother
hi·
in
Lewis,
family
Worthy Patron—Mr. F. M. Lamb.
Wednesday evening Rev. and Mrs. D.
sent here to the writer and to Blanche.
Associate
Matron—Mr*. Llla flaweon.
for
Herbert
wood
a
and
has
cutting
job
A. Ball gave a delightful tea party in
Conductress—Mra. Grace Purlnton.
Quite a number came here to spend honor of Mrs. F. E. Wheeler's birthday.
Associate Conductress—Miss Mabel Lamb.
the Thanksgiving holiday.
Ring is sawing stove wood for
Secretary—Mrs. Lozerne Tuttle.
The Young Ladies' Thimble Union of
The Carters and Abbotts and others
Treasurer-Mrs. Either Walte.
the Y. P. C. U. are holding meetings Warren Brooks with his gasoline engine.
did
have company—or
Thanksgiving once in two
Bertba Gerrlsh went to the Central
Henry Morgan was recently reported
weeks, and they are very
Day.
The last meeting as being married, and calling here on his Maine General Hospital Saturday for an
gatherings.
pleasaut
on
lines
has
been
M.
Carter
A.
running
After the work of way to the Pond, inquiry was made as to operation.
waa with Mrs. Ball.
his timberland in thin vicinity.
his reply was
Geo. Warren went to Boston Saturday
the afternoon there was a short program. the facts of the case, and
Ned Carter and family are at the Caand in- morning for employment.
Miss Alice Barden rendered both vocal that he wae yet a single man,
House.
time
pen
and Mise Mary tended to remain so for some
aud instrumental
arose.

Prompt Attention Given

COUGH

:

seriously 111 for a week with acnte indi-1
!
gestion, bat is better at tbl· time.
Mra. Geo. Twitohell of MeohAnlo Falls
wm with her brother, J. F. Packard,

JlJP

Terms —11 JO a year
paid
Otherwise f-i.00 a year. Single

qnite

Mr·. Elisabeth Weld rot) has been

THAT

DEPOSITORS
38

272

406

510
720

874

Q
ζ

DEPOSITS
$

18,520.28

105,666.86

126,225.48

160,287.00
190,133.98

256,302.20

Paris Trust Co.
South Paris, Maine
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livery

AUTOMATIC SI'KINK LKKS
FIBEKEN STOPPED

been at Gilsad. and another
Wing, from Maeon.

exprese, dally.

by

Gerald

Tlie Mason Manufacturing Co. will not
be able to start itw factory this week as
had been intended, but will probably
start it up next Monday.

The Ladies' Whist Club met Thursday
Mrs.
Goldsmith on
afternoon with
Pleasant Street.

Rev. Mr. Hazeltnn and family of Oakland are visiting Mr. and Mrs. Burr F.
Jon*»*. Mr. Hazel'on supplie i the pulpit at the Baptist cburch Sunday.

M. Wise of Rockland, Mass,
the guest of Mrs. Arvilla Wise for a
or two early last week.

Dwight

Mrs. Addie Wakefield of North Bethel
has been the guest of her aunt, Mrs. Ada
Richardson, for a few days.

The treasurer of Riverside Cemetery
Association requests all owners of lota
which have been cared for during 1913
to pay for same to him imniediately.

George W. MeGinley returned Thursday morning from a hunting trip to Gil-

H<>n William Deering of Chicago, in
with a good eight-point buck.
whom South Paris people feel a peculiar
Silas P. Maxim has purchased the va- interest, is reported as seriously ill, so
cant tot owned by Wilson Richards, next that his family have all been summoned
to Maxim Block in Market Square.
to bis borne.
ead

Mra. George Laecelle of Melrose and
Mrs. C. W C'arll of Weetbrook were recent guest· of their brother, S. C. Ordway.

The H. Y. S., organized from the bovs
in the Sunday School class of Mrs. A. !..
Holmes, met at the home of Mrs. Holm·?*
Friday evening and oojoyed a social
ti«iie
Light refreshments were served
by Mrs. Holmes.

The ladies of the Good Cheer Society
will meet with Mrs. W. B. Young on
Gothic Street, Wednesday afternoon at 2
The Congregational C. Ε Society will
o'clock.
have a candy pull at the home of Mrs.
Bean on Tuesday evening, Dec. 9tb.
Ιλ>η
Mra. W. F. Dunham of Lynn, Mas·.,
has the privilege of inwho ia spending some time with her Each Endeavorer
viting one guest. All who have saved
parents at West Paris, was the guest of
their pennies please bring to this meetMrs. Geo. D. Robertson for a day or two
ing and five pennies for your admission.
last week.
Mt. Pleasant Rebekah Lodge will obU. K. Clifford has sold the Mrs. Carrie
serve its annual roll call at its next meetAustin bouse on Highland Aveuue, which
12th. Each
be purchased about a year ago, to Mrs. ing, Friday evening, Dec.
member is urged to be present to answer
Ellen F. Woodis of Sumnar, who will
if
to
be
unable
to his name, or
present,
mitve here.
to send some message to be read. The
Mr. and Mrs Ralph R. Butts returned degree will also be conferred, and reMonday night from their trip to King- freshments will be served. It is hoped
tield. Mr. Butts brought home a hand
that a large number will be present.
*
me tifteen point buck which he shot
Paris School Matters.
while there.

A guard has been put on the ease side
of the root of Deering Memorial Church,
to prevent snow slides, there being two
em ranees to the church on that side, under the eaves.

The following pupils of the grades in
the South Paris Grammar School building were not absent or tardy during the
pant terra of twelve weeks.
Grade 9:

Mrs. William Hayes has gone to Rdad·
ing, Mass., where she will visit her
daughter, Mrs. Rodney W. Brown, fora
time, and she will tVngo to B >^ton to

spend the wiuter
A subscription

Mabel Allen
Wtllini Curtis
Lillian Judklna
Fannie McKeen

with frieuds.

paper recently circulated among the business men which found
ready response in small sums was for the
the
purpose of buying singing books for
religious services at the jail.
Some choice cuts from the large buck
home by J. II. Stuart from
Punchbowl have graced the editorial
table—the dining table, not tbe desk,—
and it was indeed a toothsome morsel.

brought

Grade 8:

Uenry

Annette Austin

Grade 7:
Bessie Campbell

Doris Cole
Ula.lv» Hatch
Marlon Mollis
William Maxim
Iva Record

Regular meeting of Hamlin Temple
Grade 5:
Tuesday evening, Deo. 9th. There is
Bennett
important business to come before the Maxlne Greene
meeting. This will be followed by a so Stanley
cial hour and refreshments will
ed.

J

Burton Clifford
Gustave Porter
Marlon Clark
Amy Doble
Leon a Merrick
Bernard Leach
Louise Powers
Raymond Shaw
Ruth Wlnslow
Elmer Dean
Louise Stiver

Harlan Abbott
Annie Clifford
Wilfred Davee
Doris Hatch
Howard Jackson
Carrie Moore
Gtentia

The Juniors of the Congregation»!

■

j

Eva Andrews
Geruld Curtis
Florence Lcach
Ma Stiles
Wetherell

Grade 4:

be serv-

building.

Doris Graves
Mollis McGlnley
Robert Brackett
Doris Cuuimtngs
Alvtn Foster
Ruth Hemingway
Ralph Juhnson
Hester Ordway
Star bird

churcb are preparing a Christmas box to
•end to the Children's Home at Augusta.
Anyone wishing to give books, games,
toys, dolls, or money may leave the
Charles Allen Young.
liâmes some time this
same with Mrs
Allen Young died at bia
Char ex
week. This is an opportunity to cheer
boarding place on Pleasant Street,
some little hearts at Christmas
South Pans, Friday evening, after a very
A progressive whist party was held fhort illneHs from acute indigestion.
of
Mr.
the
home
at
Thursday evening
Mr. Y'oung was 76 years of age. He
Six or seven
and Mrs. A L. Holmes
was tbe youngest au<l the last to survive
some
and
filled
at
were
whist,
tables
of tbe seven children of William and
who did not play whist engaged in other
•vtlly (Briggs) Young of Norway, aud
a
was
This
subscription
par'y,
cames.
practically all bis life was spent in Nora small fee being charged, and tho proway and South Paris. He was an ornaceeds will go ίο swell the fund of the mental
painter by trade, and was engagrniversalist ladies io their contest.
ed in that work, either for others or for
when
Dr. Prank W. Snell and family, after liim»elf, until within a few years,
his continuthe
for
here
prevented
years
home
their
advancing
past
oecupying
Au ing it.
year or two, have moved to Isle
He served in the Twenty-third Maine
Haut in Penobscot Bay, where the docof Wm
a member
wa*
tor will be pastor of the church on the Regiment, and
K.
island, and will also practice his profes K. Kimball Post, G. A.
Mr. Young is survived by a widow,
sion as a physician. Isle au Haut is an
It has a Mrs. Jennie Young of Norway, and
island in lower Penobscot Bay.
of
smail population in winter, but has a J leaves three children, Herbert Young
Aubnrn, Mr*. Lizzie, wife of Herbert K.
large number of summer visitors.
Cole, of Lynn, Mass, and Mrs. Fred
Several members of Mount Pleasant M ore of Norway. There are also a
Rebekah Lodge went Thursday even- number of nephews and nieces.
ing to give a surprise party to Miss j The funeral ia held at tbe Universali«
I.tzzie
S.
DeCoster, who
atop ist church at 2 o'clock Monday afterping with her brother, Prank Ε DeCoa noon
It is attended by Kev. Chester
conis
and
ter, on Pike Hill, Norway,
Gore Miller, pastor of the church, and
lameof
reason
fined to the house by
Wm. Κ Kimball Post is in attendance
ness.
Various packages of cheer, to be and
gives tbe Grand Army burial seras
dates
marked,
opened at certain future
vice.
visthe
were left with Miss DeCoster by
hb Father's Comrade.
itors. Refreshments were served to the
guests by Mrs. P. E. DeCoster.
Kev. E. A. Davis, after being in South
made an interesting
A current rumor that there has been a Paris four years,
While he was
sale of the Norway and Paris Street discovery the other day.
store of John Pierce, some referRailway, though not confirmed, is inter- in tbewas
made to Mr. Pierce's army exesting. There is also interest in the ru- ence
in tbe civil war. and Mr. Davis
mor that the purchasers are the proprie- perience
what his regiment was.
tors of the Lewiston, Augusta and Wa- asked bim
"The Sixth Massachusetts." was the
terville Railway, which now extends to
If these rumors are reply.
Mechanic Palls.
"My father's regiment!" exclaimed
correct, it doubtless means a definite
of the extension of the road Mr. Davis. "What company?"
"K," replied Mr Pierce.
from Mechanic Palls to the business cen'*1118 company," said Mr. Davis.
ter of Oxford County at South Paris and
And as Mr. Pierce bad a recollection
Norway.
uf every man in the company, he bad no
Thursday morning's fire serves to call difficulty in recalliog tbe elder Davia.
attention anew to our imperfect method Ια fact, he at first claimed him as a tentThe village corwas
of giving a fiie alarm.
mate, but finding that his name
has voted to put in an auto- Alonzo A. Davis, withdrew tbe claim, as
m
without
but
iking
matic alarm system,
it waa another Davis with whom he tentis not
any appropriation, and the system
ed.
is
disfire
if
a
Meanwhile
in
sight.
yot
The Sixth had three enlistments dursome one
that
is
it
necessary
covered,
the war. Mr. Davis and Mr. Pierce
ing
should go the factory of the Mason Man- went in at the second enlistment, which
ufacturing Co., from some point, before was in 1862, for nine months. Both enthat whistle can be blown. The watch- listed from Chelmsford, Maas., though
man has no telephone, and must be noti- from different sections of tbe town. Mr.
fied by word of mouth.
Pierce continued with the regiment in
Mr. Davie did
The man who laid up the new chimney the third enlistment, but
about
of the Paris Manufacturing Co., which not. Tbeie are now surviving
Alonzo A.
K.
was finished Thursday, has some inter- eighteen members of Co.
bia aon, Rev. E. A.
esting things to say of the chimneys he Davis baa died since
has built in various parts of the coun- Davia, came to South Paria.
try. The largest of these was for a big
Officers of Paris Orange.
smelter p'ant near Butte, Mont. It was
There waa a good attendance at Pari·
500 feet high, fifty feet in inside diam6tb. It waa an
eter at the top. and 387 feet in outside Orange Saturday, Dec.
The material all-day meeting with a basket dinner.
diameter at the base.
were
nsed in it weighed seventeen thousand The officera for the ensuing year
elected as follows:
tons. That is surely some chimney.
M—à. S. Calms
Miss Helen M. Barnes left Pridaj
Ο.—A. M. Uycrson
in
L -Haute Mlllett
New
Hampafternoon to take a trip
3.—Ernest Talbot
shire and Massachusetts during tbe
A. S.—Krank Dudley
school vacation. In Portland she was to
Chap.—John Brown
Sec.—Chas. Eil wants
be joined by her cousio, Miss Olivt
Treas-W Κ Twttchell
Barnes, and they were then going tc
Q. K.-A. B. Talbot
to viait Miss Olivj
Hanover, Ν. Η
C.—Ethel Calras
P.—Clara Kvemon
Barnes' brother, who is in Dartmoutb
K.—Annie Wheeler
College. Later they are to visit friend)
L. A S—AIU Kami
in Smith College and Wheatoo Seminary,
At the next meeting, Dec. 20rh G. A
and in Boston, and will spend tbe lasi
b<
Y eat on, orchard demonstrator, will
few days of their time with Mr. and Mrs
!
present.
Mass.
Roy E. Cole at Canton,
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Oxford Pomona Orange Officers.
Po
At the annual meeting of Oxford
Paris laal
mona Grange, held at Snath
half, was given a surprise Wednesday Tuesday, officers were elected, and wen
C
Jill
evening, at the bome of Mrs. H.
I installed very impressively by H. £assist
Miss Gordon was at Mrs I
Fletcher.
the retiring master, with the
s«n,
Fletcher's by special invitation, wher arce of C. S. Hamlin and Mrs. Jillson
the other local teachers came in, makiut ! Tbe list of officers follows :
been ar
a party of fifteen, this having
I W. M -J H. Edward·. Otlsdeld.
ol
O.— L. R. Μι· I nilrr, KaM Waterfonl.
ranged by Mrs. Pletcher. By means
was
L—A M. Kvemon. l'art·.
pre
a ''bundle gim»," Miss Gordon
S.—Harold S. Pike, South Waterfonl.
tourmaline
sented with a handsome pink
A. 9.— * rthur Buck. Norway.
Waterfonl.
Games were played, and specially nici
Chap.—Be*. U. W. s la». South
South Parts.
TTeas —Charles Edwards,
by Mrs
refreshments were served
South Parts,
E.
Jackson,
S.
—Mrs.
Sec
Pletcher.
H Mason, Bethel.
tt. Κ
Waterfonl
Pomona—Miss Llszle E. Hall, East
H
East Waterfonl.
Ε.
S. 0. D rr and Mr. and Mrs.
Ceres—Mrs. L Ε Mclntlre,
Llsslo IMke, South Waterfonl.
Wednesday
rtors—Mrs.
here
Dorr of Mexico were
L. A. S —Mrs Haitle Buck, Norway.
Han
accompanying tbe remains of Mrs.
Hoi
Mr·.
of
to al
nah A. Holt. The funeral
We wish to ex'end our thanks
was held at Deering Memorial Church
in our receu
who so kindly asaiated ua
!
Water
of
Pottle
W.
attended by Rev. A.
bereavement.
ville, and Wm. K. Kimball Circle. La
Mb and Mrs Ε H. Dobb
die· of the G. A. R, of whiob Mr·. Hoi
Mb and Mas Wm Stiles.
a
io
body
was a member, attended
Miss Eliza C. Shillings
Skillings
was
name
Mrs. Holt'· maiden
Miss Minnie Rickeb.
ι
Holt,
Denoia
of
widow
and she wa* the
former resident of South Pari·. She ii
at Bangor
H
According to the receipta
survived by two lister·, Mrs. Wm
of moose killed in Main
Stiles of South Paria .and Mi·· KHza C tbe number
a falling off iron
season will ahow
k
Skillings of Brooklioe, Mas·. Mr·. Hoi thia
as that did from the preced
bad no children, Mrs. Ε H. Dorr beinj I last year,

Miss Plorence A. Gordon, who hai
been supervisor of music in the Parii
Hi'hoola for the past three years and ι

—

\

to

adopted daughter.

(tag·

Mr. Millett as quickly as possible got
to the factory and notified the watchman, George Patch, who had nut discovered it, of the fire. He then went back
after the bose, and four members of
Hose Co. No. 3 were soon there with the
hose and had a stream on from one of
the hydrant· in the mill yard. The auI tomatic sprinklers were at work before
the firemeu got their stream on.
In the meantime the alarm was given
by the factory whistle, and a littlo later
the church bells joined in. and the village was thoroughly waked up. The
firemen
gathered, a second hydrant
stream was put on, and in a few minutes
the blaze was quenched, and the fire
was under control, though tons of water
had
were put on before all the spots
been hunted dowu and the fire was "all
out."
The principal blaze was in a toilet
room built outside the frame of the
main building, on the east side of the
paint shop part of the factory, just
south of the brick wall which separates
the wood working portion of the factory
This annex was
and the paint shop.
practically all burned off, and tlie fire
spread somewhat in that corner of the
rooms on all three fioors, and ran along
the roof at the eaves for some distance
toward the south.
Some twenty-five or thirty feet south
of the main blaze, with three windows
between, is another mark of tire, a strip
about two feet wide beiug burned from
the ground to the eaves. On the outside
the rooting material with which the
building is covered is all burned off, but
fire at
ou the inside there is no sign of
that place until about the height of the
second floor, where it charred through
the boards of the wall. Aloug the eaves
the line of burning from one place to
the other was continuous, but at the
lower part of the building the two were
entirely separate. Either the fire ran
from one point up to the roof, along the
eaves, and down to the ground at another place twenty-five or
thirty feet distant, or else the fire started at two
points at or near the outside of the

J

Grade 6:
Alice Davis

THE BLAZE.

the factory.

All the grade schools closed the fall
term Friday, to open again Jan. 5tb, and
the non-resident teachers have gone to
tbeir homes. The high school continues in session for two weeks longer.

Rev. and Mrs. J. Frank Jones and son,
after spending some time with Mr. and
Mra. Burr F. Jones, went Friday to West
Bootbbay Harbor, where Mrs. Jones'
people live.

AND WORK OF

Fire of unknown but apparently Incendiary origin damaged the factory of
the Mason Manufacturing Co. at South
Pari· early Thursday morning. The au·
tomatic sprinklers got to work when the
blaze bad made some progress, and two
streams of water from hose lines put on
as soon as the firemen could get to work
at that hour quickly got the fire under
control, and prevented the destruction
of the plant.
It was between half-past one and two
o'clock Thursday morning when the fire
was discovered.
Just who first saw the
light of it the Democrat is unable to
state, but the first man on the ground
Mrs. Millett was
was Elmer O. Millett.
awakened by the ringing of the Mason
Manufacturing Co. call on their telephone, which is on the same line. The
telephone of the company, by the way,
is in the office, and not accessible to the
watchman. Thinking that there was a
fire somewhere and the alarm was wanted, Mr. and Mrs. Millett investigated,
and discovered a light in the direction of

Among the deer recently brought In
wbo had
one by Howard Record,

were

NORWAY.

PoetoQMter Akera has Improved the
Evidently Another Attempt to Burn office by arranging an opening on the
right hand aide of the office for the d»
the Factory of the Concern.
and

The Baptist Ladiee' Aid will meet
with Mr·. L. C. Morton next Thursday
afternoon to aew. Come aa early aa possible.

Wo!u* down ; Κ A*t) 5:36 a. m., express. dally;
y 43 ·. ta., local, dally except Sunday 4 3b p. m.,
express, dally.
uolng up (West) 9:43 a.m., express, dally;
S 35 p. ω., local, dally except Sunday ; 8.52 p.m.!

day

nexl

ing.

Beginning Sept. IS, 1913,

was

of

I. O. O. F., No. 16,
will confer the third degree on two candidate» for Mt. Mica Lodge Tuesday even-

BAILWAT.

SOUTH

Tuesday

by aeveral people.
Norway Lodge,

SOUTH ΡΑΚΙ» POST omc*.
7:30 A. M. to 718Ο P. M.
Ifflce Hours

TRAIN· L1AVI

16.

to

Two tlaihes of lightning « little aftei
θ o'clock Monday morning are reported

SOUTH PARIS.
Τ RUN S

postpone·!

week, Deo.

South Paris, Maine, December 9, IQ13

OBANU

Mason Manufacturioe Co. Fire

Th· dinner of the Uoiversallat ladle»

baa been

In the corner of the lower room where
the principal fire was there were some
barrels of paint material, including two
iron varnish tanks. The faucet on one
of these was found open wheu the room
On the other the fauwas first entered.
cet had been burned so that it could not
be turned, and it did not appear whethbut the tank
er it was open or closed,
wax found empty.
So much for the south side of the
brick fire wall. In the middle of this
wall are metal-covered fire doors which
form the communication between the
In the wood-working
two departments.
department on the north side of thia
wall, on the ground floor, a few feet
from the door (which was closed) were
The
some trucks loaded with dowels.
dowels on one of these trucks were
found to be ablaze, and the fire was put
out by C. E. McArdle with a pail of water.
On two other trucks, at β distance
of a few feet, the dowels had apparently
been partly saturated with naptha or
kerosene, both the smell and the wetness of which were plain, but neither of
these was on fire.
All the circumstances seem to indicate that it was tho intention of some
sides of
one to bave fires going on both
the brick wall at the same time, but all
sido
was
on
the
north
that
found
fire
the
of the wall after people arrived was on
the one truck load of dowels.
The watchman had made his regular
rounds some time before the fire was
discovered, and was in the boiler room
when he was notified of the fire.
The damage to the building and stock
is estimated between one and two thousand dollar».
On the morning of the 24th of last
March, at almost exactly the same hour,
a fire was discovered under the fioor at
the north end of this same factory,
which had spread for quite a distance
aud burned through the fioor in two or
more places, but it was extinguished
without extensive damage. That fire
also was regarded as almost certainly of

Incendiary origin.

Gates-Buck.

of

parcels ooming

mail.
The December
Municipal Court
the first Tuesday
business. Some

new ones

I LARGE CONFERENCE

assigned.

ladies of the Congregational
The
church held their annual fair ibis week
Tuesday and Wednesday. The sales
were unusually large, and the attractions to purchasers were indeed great.
Articles of much value, use and beauty
were in abundance everywhere in the
hall. CandiA, icos and foods were for
sale. Tuesday evening an entertainment

Committee.
Forenoon and afternoon sessions were
held, and there was macb enthusiasm
manifested.
There were specially large
delegations from Parle,Woodstook, Rum-

ford and Dlxfleld.

Tbe forenoon session was called to order by Mr. Harlow. L. W. Blanchard of
Rumford was made chairman of the
meeting and A. E. Stearns of Rumford

secretary.
by the little people. Wednesday evenMr. Blanchard Ια his opening remark·
ing a must excellent supper followed by called especially for expressions of opinNet proceeds ion
a musical entertainment.
with regard to any amalgamation
about 1200.

S. Cummlngs. the business
A Sons
manager of the C. B. Cummings
Bemie business, was in town during the
week.
The Whittridge house on Paris Street
was badly damaged this week by the recent freezing and bursting of the water
pipes. The house has not been occupied
since the family moved to Massachusetts
some months ago, and the water has
It is supposed that
never been shut off.
in the recent cold weather the water
froze and burst the pipes. The floors
and cellar were flooded.
The report that an electrio road is to
be opened from Lewiston by way of Oxford village to Norway and possibly other places northerly of Norway has given
expression to various opinions. There
seems to be a very general expression
that it would be a grand good thing for
the people generally. Let it come as
well as all othor good things.
Although Norway was one of the very
few ProgreKsive towns in the couuty, its
voters did not seem to take kindly to the
convention this week. It's business before pleasure and politics.
The annual fair at the Universalist
church will be held Wednesday and
Thursday, Dec. 10th and 11th, at Concert Hall.
Wednesday afternoon the
sales will commence and extend through
the evening and Thursday afternoon.
The young people's orchestra will be in
attendance in the evening, and light refreshments will be served. Thursday
evening at 6:30 a chicken pie supper
will be served, followed by a four-act
drama, A Loyal Friend, in which Harlow
Adkins, Earle Farnliam, Stuart Goodwin, Herman Richardson, Guy Murdock,
Mavford Mann, Stevie Cummings, Jennie Mann, Leah Weatherbee and Anna
Brooks will take part.
Dr. and Mrs. Harry H. Nevers, after a
short visit with their people here, reLawrence,
turned to their home in
Mass., the first of the week.
Timothy Heath has purchased a stone
crusher for his own use and business.
Mr. and Mrs. C. F. Willey, Thatcher
House, Biddeford, visited Mr. and Mrs.
John A. Woodman the past week. Mrs.
Willey and Mr. Woodman are brother
and sister.
Mrs. Arthur E. Morrison of Portland
made her brothers a visit this week.
Capt. Wright Bisbee has taken rooms
at John Sampson's for the winter.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph R. Butts have returned from their Thanksgiving trip to
Mr. Butts1 home in Kingfield.
Elon L. Brown has accepted a position
with Armour Λ Co., Berlin, Ν. H., as
traveling salesman.
The local board of trade banquet will
be held in January. Committee: Ε. N.
Swett, G. L. Curtis and L M. Smith.
Dec. 3d, the officers of Norway Camp,
Modern Woodmeo, were elected as folEdwin

with any other party, and to the question of running an aggressive campaign
in tbe state next year.
Sentiments against amalgamation were
expressed by all the speaker?, some t>f
whom were Alton C. Wheeler of Paris,
Aretas E. Stearns of Rumford, George
N. Thompson of Dixfield, R. L. Cummings of Woodstock, F. 0. Walker of
Rumford, C. H. Lane of West Paris, G.
Wr Q. Perham of Woodstock, N. R.
Springer of Bethel, N. S. Stowell of Dixfield, Rev. B. C. Wentworth of Norway,
E. W. Howe of Rumford.
Resolutions favoring a full quota of
standard bearers "from the head of the
ticket to its foot" were adopted unani
mously and with enthusiasm.
Àt the afternoon seesion a strong address along Progressive linee was delivered by Walter C. Emerson of Portland,
who
reported a strong sentiment
throughout tbe state against any kind of
amalgamation, and urged organization
and work for tbe coming campaign.
Tbe resolutions passed are ae follows :

Thelma

Gerrry

of Gorham

Normal

Do you realize how much more pleased a person is when they receive a gift that is made by

yourself.

Bath Robe Blankets
Jast tbtok of tbe hoar· of comfort that bo or she woald enjoy, a Bath Robe
made from a thick warm blanket. Choice patterns Id nearly all colore for 92.00,
92.50, 13.75, «4.00.

Why Not Embroider

teed to

satisfy yon

G. B. Cuming!) & Sons,

in every way, or your

Sold in this community
only at onr etore—The Rezall Storeone of the more than 7,000 leading drng
•tores of the United States, Canada aud
Great Britain, which own the big Harmony laboratories in Boston, where the
many celebrated Harmony Perfumes and
Toilet Preparations are made,—Chas. H.
Howard Co., "The Rezall Store," South
Paris, Me.
money back.

Maine.

Norway,

PARKER'S
HAIR BAL8AM

led be*otifl<* th« tuiiI
jprumou# · lrauMiit growth. I
I Merer Tall· to Boetore Or«j-)
I Hair to It· Youthful Color.
IPrevents hair felling.
IClMiue·

I

whole?

oil

by

a

Pittsburg

lot of the

S
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Maine.

Light

The

Children should

to

2

Study By

never

Died.

study under

a

the eyes and
poor light—it' strains
be
permanent
the ill effects may

price.

at any

Your dealer
ask to see it.

Ν

!

keeps the RAYO—

ν

STANDARD OIL CO.
·< K«w fork
New York

ν

Buffalo
Boitoa

Aibuy

HUB-MARK

RUBBERS

About the State.
Fire at Fort Kent Wednesday night
caused a loes of some 150,000, burning
a hotel, aiz stores and several dwellings.

Herbert Seavey of Boothbay
committed suicide Friday by
shooting. He was 35 years old. No

Capt.

cause

A CHECK FOR CHRISTMAS

is known.

Artificial
Teeth

Money

is

a

particularly agreeable present

to receive at

Chsistmas,
any other time, for that matter.
In making a present of money the form is important.
to be just
Currency (bills and silver) does not seem
or

the

place
by
clasps.

thing.

give

Gold coin is hard to get and is not convenient.
A check on your bank for the amount you desire to
is

the

just

thing.

such a present you must have a bank
In order to
to be able to
an account
account. It is worth

plate
composed

use

give

starting

just

checks in all your payments.
Hundreds of depositors nearby and hundreds

away

(will
patients
plate

place

standing

their money here because of the

strength

for

stubby-fingered
display every size

we

exhibit,

but

a

glove

|

manufactur-

in every kind.

the gloves.

given by

The last touch of proper dress is

We

gloves from the beet makers. Dressed and Undressed
WithKid and Fur Lined Gloves priced from $i oo to $2.50.
our
like
in
Mittens
of
town,
out doubt we show the best line
have dress

made of all kinds of leathers and yarns. We
show a line of the home-knit, old-fashioned double mittens,
from
made for nipping cold weather. Soft, snug fitting, made
like
into
twisted
Nothing
yarn.
of
best
the
wool, honestly
for your
them for wear or warmth. 50c a Pair. Come here

gloves they

Gloves

or

are

Mittens.

EASTMAN & ANDBEWS,
31 Market Square, South Paris.

for

more

Capital, $50,000.00

this line of boots for both

than two years, and
this time.

They

our

are

men

and

sales have increased

good

for everyone to

who wants comfort and satisfaction, but they are espewho are suffering with flat feet, broken
for

people

cially good

We have

arches and other foot troubles.

scores

of customers

It can be
who have been greatly benefited by wearing them.
GRIPPERS
go on,
truly said of them that when GROUND

foot troubles go ofV.
We have
women.

The

than many

so

Do

more.

a

good stock on
price is $5.00,

constantly

hand

they

and

are as

called medical shoes that cost

not

nothing

be deceived, take

GROUND GRIPPER,

they

are

a

for

men

good
dollar
but

imitated but

or

the

never

and

better

or

two

real

dupli-

cated.
We

are

the

only

agents in this part of the

state.

and

of this institution.

OF NORWAY,

selling

miles

THE NORWAY NATIONAL BANK

lightness

Dr. C. L. BUCK,

MAINE.

Surplus, $30,000.00

C. N. TUBBS, President.
L. S. BILLINGS, V-President,
H. 0. SMITH, Cashier.

Ε. N. SWETT SHOE CO.,
Norway, Maine.

Opera House Block,
Telephone 38-a.

The Bathroom That Pleases
is

which

one

completely satisfies

security,
durability and beauty of design.

the demand for unitary

ELMER

148-60

of America.

short,

wear

38-5

19[l.

ers

we

Gloves for every use; and whether you are
4
or long
light fingered it is the same ;

constantly during

L. J. PENLEY, Weet Parie

lighted
strength

quantity and variety of Gloves that
store to be nothing
you might justly imagine our
We are displaying gloves ftom the leading
store.
From the

women

Bryant's Pond

Ah the reeult of a week of bad weathAt an early hour Wednesday morning,
fair" will have, after
Raymond S. Gates and Minn Myrtle E. er, the "Topsbam is
paid, a dobt of
Buck were united in marriage at the the state stipend
home o( the bride's parents, Dr. and about $4300 to wipe out.
Mrs. Chas. L. Buck,on Skilliugs Avenue.
Peter Hanson of St. Albans has been
The term "early hour" is used advisedly, bound over on the charge of breaking
as to be exact it was a few minutes after into the St. Albans
post office on the
12 o'clock when tbe ceremony was pernight of Nov. 26. He pleaded guilty.
All artificial teeth (except
was
of
time
This selection
formed.
Belfast is looking for a building boom
made to escape the young friends of tbe
teeth) are kept in
bridge
sucspring. As one item a Boswith
; sometimes
couple, who were most assiduous in in the early
plates
ton firm, it is reported, will build twentyIt
their attentions.
sometimes
by
tion,
of
to be disposed
A few simple decorations of dowers six seven-room bouses
that the
therefore,
is
important,
and evergreen were arranged, the work on easy terms.
and the material it is
uecessarily being done after ten o'clock, I Something new has come out of Knox
of should be carewhen all callers had gone. There were
run
The trolley cars that
county.
Golddust
considered.
preëent besides the contracting parties around Rookland, Thomaston, Rockport
fully
only the parents of the bride, hor grand- and Camden now bear on their dashers
Rubber is stronger and cleaner
of
mother, Mrs. C. T. Buck, the parent·
readthan red rubber, it is not a conevery Saturday and Sunday signs
the groom, Mr. and Mrs. Richard II.
to chnrcb." This la
cause no
"Sunday,
go
ing
of heat
ductor
I.
Spear.
Gates, aud Rev. and Mrs. C.
not too bad an idea after all.
who
sore mouths) and
Rev. Mj. Spear officiated, using the
are deAnnouncement ie made that the Linhave the Golddust
single ring service. The bride was
gowned in white shadow lace, and car- coln county commissioners bave decided
with the clean feel,
ried pinka.
to close the historic jail in Wisoasset, arof the
and
The bride has for some time been in rangements having been made for boardthe telephone exchange at Norway. So- ing the prisoners at the Knox county
plate.
cially she has been quite active in tbe jail. There are so few prisoners that
various line· of work connected with the the commissioners have decided that it
Methodist cburoh. Tbe groom makes will be more economical to close up
hie home with his parents, and ie engag- the building and
pay the board ol
ed in tbe work of carrying on the farm prisoners elsewhere. Years ago Knox
Maine.
South Paris,
Both county prisoners were sent to Wiscasset
on Stearns Hill with bis father.
Numerous
friends.
of
have a large circle
jail.
48-4!)
gifts of beauty and value bave been reA pardon bas been granted by the exceived by them.
of Massachusetts to Ar<
council
ecutive
Bankrupt's Petition for Discharge.
The newly married couple took the
thur Willis Sbaw of Freeport, who wai In the matter of
)
a
for
train
morning
Wednesday
early
ELMER K. DUBGIV.
[ In Bankruptcy.
committed to the state priaon in CharlesBankrupt. )
wedding trip, presumably with Boston as town In June, 1912, convicted of larcenj
the objective point. After their return,
the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of the Disof $15,000 from the A. W. Shaw and Totrict
Court of the United State* for the Dtstric'
tbey will reside at tbe farm on Stearne Cumberland Shoe Companies. It will be
of Malno:
Bill.
sensa
Ε. DURGIN. formerly of Norway,
somewhat
this
in
that
recalled
Oxford County, now of l<ewlston In the
During tbe early hour· of Wednesday tional case the A. W. Sbaw Co. collapsed,
and State of Maine, Id
of
on
County
Androscoggin
house
Buck
the
Skillings
forenoon,
and Shaw was arrested in California said District, respectfully represents that on the
Avenue, and at train time the railroad The
was signer 9ih day of June, last past, he was duly adjudged
his
for
pardon
petition
the Acts of Congress relating tc
station, were besieged by tbe young
Governor Haines, several bnndrec bankrupt under
all
Bankruptcy; that he has duly surrendered
friends of Mr. and Mrs. Gates, armed by
of Freeport, and a number οι his property and rights of property, and hai
citizens
said
with package· of confetti and other apof
fully compiled with all the requirements
hie
have Shaw's creditors.
Acts and of the orders of Court touching
propriate weapons—which tbey still
"Talk about sani bankruptcy.
Lewiston Journal:
in possession. But if one of them It
That be may be dec roc'
he
Wherefore
prays,
a
travel
from nl
asked if sbe ever got stung, she will tary drinking cups," remarked
by the Court to have a full discharge
somewhat loftily reply, "Well, 1 should ing man in the lobby of the DeWit délits provable against bis estate underaresaid
ex
as
debts
such
a
io
certain
was
except
publii bankruptcy Acts,
think we put one over on them—having Monday night, "I
discharge
the other day when cepted by law from such
to have a wedding at that unbeard-ol building in Maine
this Gth day of Nov A. D. 1H13.
Dated
whosi
ELMER E. DURGIN, Bankrupt
hour !"
tbey supply tbem. The employe whlcl
in
duty it ts to keep the receptacle
OF NOTICE THEREON.
ORDER
Mr·. Oliver Howard.
the cups are kept filled, was attend in j
District of Maine, ss.
Climena Grover Howard, wife of Oil to that work. He wan chewing tobacco
read
On this 29th day of Nov., A. D. 1918, on
too olean and hii
ver Howard, more than a forty-two yeai bis hands were none
In* the foregoing petition. It Is
resident of Greeley, Colorado, passed fingers were going Into every cup. Thli
Ordered by the Court, That a hearing be har
laat o! was necessary in order to separate tbem upon the aame on the 9th day of Jan., ▲. D
away October lltb, sbe being tbe
Dis
I an 1914, before said Court at Portland, In said
no
the offspring of tbe late George W. Gro After that exhibition 1 rather think
trlct, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon; and that
sin
the
with
with
chanoes
Demo
Howard,
Oxford
Mrs.
to
take
In
the
my
ver of West Bethel.
tlce thereof be published
willing
In said District, am
one
washed
attendee
a
printed
her
of
newspaper
crat,
family,
o'her members
gle general drinking glue,
li
that all known creditors, and other persons
Gould's Academy at Bethel, and retain in a whllo."
Interest, may appear at the said time and place
thi
sohoolmatei
her
for
affection
why
If
have,
a
tbey
ed
any
lively
you ai and show cause,
should not be granted
Impure blood rune yon down—makes
and for the good Dr. True. Few womei easy
For pure blood am prayer of said petitioner
victim for disease.
And It la further ordered by the Court, Tha
have been more beloved than Mr·. How soun I ingestion—Burdock Blood Bitters. At aJ the Clerk shall send by mall to all known cred
She wai an all-roand oapabU drugstores. Price,$1.00.
ard.
Iters copies of said petition and this order, ad
dressed to them at their places of residence a
woman, loved by all who knew her well
and
glv
suffers
with
croup, apply
When baby
and worshipped by her buaband and sev Dr.
Witness the Πον. Clabknce Hale, Judge ο
Thomas' Eclectic Oil at once, flan for chll
She wai
and 60c the said Court, and the seal thereof, at Portland
en children and six grandsons.
dren. A little goes a long way. He
In said Dlatrict, on the 39th day of Nov., A. D
At all drug stores.
born in West Bethel April 28, 1839.
JAMBS E. HEWEY, Clerk.
e.l
"Doan's Ointment cored me of ecsema tha
natnri
of petition and order^thereon.
! For regular action of the bowels, easy,
Doan' I A true copy
had annoyed me for a long time. The reanlt wai ; movements,
try
relief
of
JAMES E. UKWKT, Clerk.
oonstipation,
A
Mat:
lastingHon. 8. W. Matthewa, Commission·: •BeguMa. S9c at all stores.
I Labor BtatMta, Augusta, Me.

Yes, Sir.

We have been

SOLD BY

Harbor

GLOVES

Ground Gripper Boots

See that the Hub-Mark is on the
rubber before you buy. It is your
insurance of Standard First Quality
Rubber Footwear for every purpose

MARK ALLEN,

MAINE.

NORWAY.

The best lamp for reading, and for all
the
other home uses—for all the family—is
and
steady.
RAYO. Its light is soft, clear
The RAYO lamp, is strong, attractive and
durable. Can be lighted without removing
The
chimney or shade—easy to rewick.
better
can't
buy
RAYO costs little, but you

Kimball will open an insurance office.
Chester A. Miller of the First National
Bank, Auburn, was the guest of his cousin, Judge C. F. Whitman, Sunday.
Miss Lona Noble appeared in the Congregational choir Sunday, Nov. 30, for
the last time before her departure to
Portland, where she will enter the Eye
and Ear Infirmary as a nurse. As an
expression of appreciation of her services in the choir, she was presented
years.
with a purse of money.
Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Taylor of Detroit,
Mich., for several months at the lake,
have taken rooms with Delia Noyes for
the winter.
A hunting party consisting of V. E.
Dunn, W. M. Tucker, J. M. Wood and
J. S. Smith are in Upton for a week.
The collie Fritz, Beatrice Stone's dog,
was ehot
by seme one Thanksgiving
I).iy and badly wounded.
B. F. Faunce of Homestead, Pa., was
the guest of bis parents, Mr. and Mrs.
F. W. Faunce, recently, for a day and
Kt Anlc

Suits

on

glass

window

I cut it any size that is desired.

J. P. Richardson,

In South Paris, Dec. 5, Charles Allen Young,
ageil 7G years.
In Gllead, Nov. 26, Mrs. Etta O., wife of Harry
W. Lelghton, aged 31 years.
In Fryeburg, Nov. 24, Henry D. E. Ilutchlns,
aged 40 years.
In North Parts, Dec. 5, Carlton Bacon.
In Bryant's Pond, Nov. 29, Mrs. Martha Estes,
aged ahout 80 years.
In East Milton, Nov. 30, John Smith, aged
about 35 years.
In Dlxfleld, Nov. 29, Miss Eveline Slnoett,
aged 75 years.
In Hiram, Nov. 29, John Thlbodeau, aged 59

nin

Liberal Discount

Just the time you need extra money. Why not save it on a Fall ur Winter
Suit. They are being picked up by tbe prudent buyer, why not pick your salt out

special

a

selling

am

days.

these

In South Paris, Dec. 3, by Rev. C. I. 8pear,
Mr. Raymond Stearns Gates of Paris and Mies
Myrtle Elizabeth Buck of South Paris.
In South Purls, Dec. 3, by Margaret A. Raker,
duly authorized, Mr. George R. Wlnslow and
M Us Hazel E. Kimball, both of Otlsfleld.
In Rumford, Dec. 2, by Rev. Harold L. Hanson, Mr. George Pratt and Miss Edna M. Clark,

School visited her mother on Crescent both of Kumford.
Street this week.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles P. Kimball are
soon to move to Sanford, where Mr.

If you desire (anc> ribbons for holiday gift artisee how well we are prepared to mAet your every
and
section
ribbon
tbe
visit
cles,
want. SPECIAL PRICES OS SEVERAL LOTS.

process. This ax sells for
$i .co. I also have the double bit ax at $i .75,1 have other
kinds of axes for those who wish. Are your windows all

ly tempered in

daughter.

1, to tbe wife of Fred llawkcs,
daughter.
In DIckvale, Nov. 19, to the wife of Ernest
Sturtevant, a son.

with the dantiest weaves and color-

bubbling over

Oakland Ax, Made by the Dunn Edg* Tool Co. of Oakland, Maine. Made of Firth's best double cast steel, even-

In Norway, Dec. 2, to the wife of Harold T.
Thayer, a daughter, Margaret Eleanora.
In Norway, Nov. 28, to the wife of Charles
Courtney Pike, a eon.
In Mexico, Dec. 1, to the wife of Bonnie V.
Tucker, a sod.
In Mexico, Dec. 1, to the wife of John Sullivan,

a

Bibbons for Fancy Work

before your size is gone.

South Paris,

Brooke, a eon.
In Dlxfleld, Dec.

acceptable gifts is a dainty apron, aprons made from our fine
surely please anyone. Plain dotted and crossbar muslin and dimity, figured dimity and muslin, 12Jc, 15c, 25c yd.
One of tbe most

assortment will

For Cross-cut Saws, Buck Saws, Mauls, Wedges,
Peaveys (Cant-Dogs) and Axes. I am selling the famous

W^rn.

In Rumford, Nov. SO, to the wife of Charles
McKenzle, a daughter.
In Andover Nov. 30, to the wife ol Elmer

Fancy Muslins fsr Aprons

Just now the ribbon stock is
ings, suggestive of tbe holidays.

48-49

HEADQUARTERS

progress and liberalism all along the
a full quota of standard
bearers of our own political faith from
tbe bead of the ticket to its foot.
We believe in the enforcement of all
lawn duly enacted for tbe preservation
of the rights, liberties and morals of the
people of our state, and hereby do pledge
ourselves to the selecion of officials wlio
shall fearlessly, honestly and vigorously
enforce tbe prohibitory law.
South Paris, Maine, Dec. 4, 1913.
Alton C. Wheeled,
Abetah E. Stearns,
Cabi. Dudley,
N. R. Springer.
John S. Harlow,
Committee.

a

Kimono Cloths

We have just received several care
No. 2 old selected No. 2 Yellow
corn, which will last the next 60

We are showing a large assortment of patterns in nearly all colors that woald
darken gray bair.
make a good long or short kimono for ladles or children 12|c, and 15c yard.
To keep hair and icalp dandruff- days.
free and clean, nae Harmony Shampoo.
This will be superior to any new
This pure liqnid abampoo givea an incorn you can buy, as new corn car·
stantaneous rich lather that immediately
16 per cent to 25
Here is a partial list of the prety things we bave for you to select from.
penetrates to every part of bair and scalp, ries anywhere from
insuring a quick, thorough cleansiog. per cent moisture.
Washed off just as quickly, the entire
In buying old coin you are not Pillow
50c pr.
87o
Pillow Slips
Night Robes
25c, 50^
Tops
operation taking only a few moments.
for water, besides it has bet- Center Pieces
25c
Handkerchief Cases 25c
paying
barshne··
Baby Pillows
no
25c, 60c
Can't barm the hair; leaves
ter keeping qualities.
25c
15c
Tea Aprons
Jewel Pockets
or stickiness—just a sweot cleanliness.
15c to 91.00
Doilies
It will pay you to feed this corn
Both preparation· come in odd-shaped,
50c
Corset Covers 25,33,50c
Guest Towels
Opera Hags
25c, 50c
very ornamental bottle·, with aprinkler rather than new.
25c
Combinations
91.00
Laundry Bag
Pin Cushions
20c, 25c
tops. Harmony Hair Beautifler, $1.00.
Both
50c.
guaranHarmony Shampoo,
nor

line, and with

Married.

Halph Mlllett and

I( your
buauiifler.
now, aae It to make it evon more ao, and
to preaerve ita loveliness. If it la not
beautiful now, Harmony Hair Beaatifier
will Improve it· appearance in a way to
please you, or money back. Ita rote
fragrance l/iil overcome the oily amell
of your bail. Ve.-y easy to apply—simply
sprinkle a little on your bair each time
before brushing it. It contain· no oil,
and will not change the color of the hair,

Resolved, That tbe Progressives of Oxford County in convention assembled do
hereby renew our allegiance and pledge
our adherence to tbe platform of the
Progressive party as adopted b.v the
national convention at Chicago in 1012.
We believe in upholding the Progressive banner in peaoe and in war, during
the intervals between elections and in tbe
actual stress of political campaign work.
We believe in fighting the battle of

lows:
Consul—E. D. Milieu

Advisor— H. B. Allen
Banker—G. W. Holmes
Clerk—Η. A. Packard
Escort—H. A. Rich
Watchman—W. W. Swett
Sentry—Ε. H. Verrlll
Managers—F. M. Lovejoy,
Churlee W. Kvlre.

Beauty of Tour Hair

BE SOLVES IN FAVOB

Id other word·, be careful of it. The
OF INDEPENDENT ACTION.
beauty of yoar hair depend· opon Its
health. If it'· beautiful, it'· healthy.
To make it gloaay, bright, ailky—soft—
Progressives of Oxford County to the to
make it fall more eaaily Into the gracethe number of a hundred or more were
coiffure—to make
In attendance at the conference at tbe ful, wavy fold· of the
it—uae Harmony
court bouse on Thursday, whloh wai it stay where you put
Thia dainty liquid
called by Hon. John S. Harlow, Oxford Hair Beautifler.
if la named—a
what
is
just
County member of the Progressive State dressing
bt.r la beautiful

going bj

term of the Norway
was held as usual on
of the month. Usual
old cases closed and

Suggestions for Xmas

No Amalgamation for Progreulvea. Be JealouB of the

The Educator Shoe

A

Bathroom installed by us with a
careful regard for sanitary efficiency and the following out of

Pointed Shoes bend your toes
and make corns, bunions, ingrowing nails, flat foot etc. Good looking
broad-footed Educators either relieve or eliminate these tortures.

For Men, Women and Children

$1.50

TO

$5.00.

W. 0. Froth ingham,
South Paris,

I

Maine.

"«Standard* Modern

your

instructions will

please

you.
Ask for booklets.

LONGLEY & BUTTS

Main Street,

Norway, Maine

Bears th·

CASTORIA F«r Inftnts and Children.
Tb KM Yu Hhi Alwajs Bwjit 8lgT"* {Z/JifM&Ùu

MAKERS' COLUMN.

YOÛNG WOMEN: NUMBER SUR- HOME
PRI3INQ
The number of young women who sufto tue nose·
fer with weak back, dizzy and nervous Correspondence on topic· of Interest
Is soflctted. Address: ïdltor Honimni'
is
wearlnena
and
headache
dnll
spell·,
Colum, Oxford Democrat, South Paris, Me.
surprising. Kidney and bladder ilia
cause these trouble·, but if Foley Kidney
Pills are taken as direoted, relief follow·
Domestic Science at Home.
promptly, and the ill· disappear. ConOar aobool has a pretty good practical
NewE.
S.
tain no habit forming drug·.
course in domestic science in Its currloell «ft Co., Pari·. ▲. E. Shurtleff Co.,
ulam, bat tbroagh jealousy, pride or
South Pari·.
felt
some other faalt or virtue, I bave
to let tbeir school have first
unwilling
"It ia the duty of every one to make at
place with my girls Id this, so we ere
leaat one person happy during the week" having a regular, though not particularsaid a Sunday school teacher. "Now
elaborate or spectacular, course In

SECURITY
&

SERVICE
the

are

qualities

we

your Bank.

offer for your consideration in choosing

because this Bank is the strongest and oldest
National Bank in Oxford County. Your deposit with us

Security,

is

safeguarded by

ADDITIONAL STOCKHOLDERS' LIABILITY·

$170,000.00

TOTAL SECURITY
We wish, however,

the service
Promptness, careful

emphasize chiefly

to

which we are able to render you.
attention to details of banking service,

liberality, courtesy

relations
these
up the reasons why your banking
with us will t>e pleasant and satisfactory.
Why not open an account with us today and be up-tosum

—

date ?

m

THE NORWAY NATIONAL BANK

FULL LINE OF

Millinery-

Fall

MRS. L. C. SMILEY,
Millinery and Fancy Goods.
SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.

BOWKER BLOCK,

À King

Kineo Range Free!

The person bringing the largest number of this entire
advertisement, cut from the Oxford Democrat, to

HOBBS' VARIETY STORE, NORWAY,
on or

free

a

before Tuesday, Dec. 23, 1913, at 2 P. M., will receive
No. 8-20 King Kineo Range valued at $60.00

Included in the above, for each

purchase amounting

to

25

from either

cents

HOBBS' VARIETY STORE or S. J. RECORD & SON,
to be
a receipt or coupon will lie given valued as 5 of the advertisements,
counted

as

Never before have

CHOCOLATES

Liggett's
$3.00

REWICKING
Made Easy
of

wicking only
EASY
the many improvements
is

that make the
Oil Heater

mark) superior
ever

one

new

Perfection

to any

oil heater

(Triangle

made before.

trade

Wick and carrier are in one.
Just turn up the old wick, slip it

drop

out and

another in

place.

fRFECTIO]
Smokeless
This New Model Perfection Heater is
smokeless, odorless and economical.
The shape of the font, wide and shallow, allows the oil to pass readily up

the wick and insures an even, glowing
heat even when the font is almost
The font holds more than
empty.
a gallon of oil and an indicator shows
the amount of fuel left at a glances
smoke or smsQ
Perfection. The auto·

There is

the Heater
with the

TRIANGLE

with

a

no

matic-locking flame-spreader
prevents smoking. No gallery

to unscrew, or catch ofl

and dust.

Made with vitreous bfae
enamel or plain steel drum*

Ornamental, inexpensive^
lasts for years.

Easily

cleaned and moved about

Dealers every'where or
write

to

STANDARD OIL
COMPANY
of New York

Rnr T«k, H. T.
Bdkk Κ T.

Aftuj, R. T.
Botta». Mm·.

big line

to

boys

at 25 cents for

$5.00 each.

and

girls,

Apollo.
Holiday Packages,
and

est

25c

to

Everything

to

please

stock is

designs

from

larger and

even

The lat-

Eaton, Crane

Company.

&

Stationery

TOILET CASES

MANICURE SETS

and other toilet articles in Parisian
Ivor)', Ebony and fancy woods.

FOUNTAIN PENS

Dolls dressed and

to

$5.00 each.

Campbell

Waterman's Ideal and Rexall, the

the little folks.

undressed,

Kewpies,

Kids and

and $1.00.

is

ic

and

tints,

our

40c

leaders.
to

In white

Plain

best made.

or

Gold Mount-

Self-filling, safety
Every pen
Correspond- styles.

$1.75

and

Stationery

Initial

50c

of

one

ence

per box.

ed.

$1.00

Cards at 25c per box.

to

$7.00

and

regular

Warranted.

each.

Perfumes, Toilet Waters, Smoking Sets, Flash Lights,
Post Card Albums, Cigars in Xmas Packages, Novelties
in Brass and Silver, Work Baskets, Bibles, Knives, Scissors, Thermos Bottles, Pictures, $1.00 Watches, Christmas Post Cards, Booklets, Calendars, and many other
articles that make useful and desirable

Come and look

splendid
will

at our

They

assortment.

please you.

presents.

Soitili

BOUND STEAK COOKED IN GRAVY

jgf

We,have

Strength

a

for Old

People.

comes

Bake.

medicine—a

splendid body and strength-

for old people,
because it furnishes to the system ingredients necessary to rebuild wasted
tissues, strengthen the nerves, give new
and livelier feeling
energy and a younger
to the body. It doesn't contain a drop
of alcohol nor any dangerous drug. It
after the
may not make you feel better
first dose, nor perhaps for several days.
But if you don't feel much better and
stronger before you have taken a quarter
as much as you have of other medioinea
that didn't help you, we will gladly give
That's certainly
you back your money.
a rquare deal.
The four Hypopbosphltes it contains
are used by leading physicians everywhere in debility, weakness and liability j
to disease, to tone and strengthen the
Purest Olive Oil, one of the
nerves.

peas, or cblckeu minced fine over omelet
it cooks; heat meat through and fold
quickly; serve very hot.
CAPE cod stew
Three lb», stew beef, onions, carrots,
parsnips, turnip, potatoes, salt and peppe. For a dinner at 1 o'clock put beef,
salt, pepper and onions in a kettle, cover
with water and let boil thoroughly. At
11 ο clock add turnip and parsnips, at
12 carrots and potatoes.
For dumplings, 2 cups flour, 2 teaspoons powder, salt and water enough
to make about as stiff as biscuit dough,
on the vegetables
£ "Poonfnls
not have the water boil over
at 12. Do
them, as it makes them bard. At 1 take must
nutritious, most-easily-digeited
everythιng out and thicken gravy with a foods known, being taken with the byjibdo
not
little flour. We
phosphites, gives rich tissue nourisheo only put in enough to flavor it, suoh ment to the entire system.
as 2 small carrots, 2 parsnips, 3 siloes of
You who are weak and run-down, and
but1
turnip and one onion.
you who are apparently well now,
are liable to suffer from various cold
PEANUT CANDY

Leave Franklin Wharf, Portland, week days at
7 p. m. Bcturnlng leave Boston week days at
7 p. m.
Steamships Gov. Dlngley and Bay
StateFare between Portlaud and Boston
91.00. Stateroom· $l.OO
International Line Steamship Calvin Austin
leaves Boston at 9 a. m. Mondays, Portland 5 p.
m. tor East port, Lubec and St. John, Ν. B.

./i'·?

like* vegetables

Portland and Bockland Line

Steamer Monhegaa leaves Portland on Tuesdays and Frldavs at 7 a. m. for Bockland and Intermediate landings.

Portland and Boothbay Line

Rexall Olive Oil
Service discontinued for the season.
Cook four cups of brown sugar, one weather ailments, use
Express Service for Freight; all rates lncluie cup of water and one-half cup of molas- Bmulslon to get and keep well and atrong.
Marine Insurance.
,n cold "»ter It For the tired out, rnn-down, nervous,
For reservations and all Information address
convalesWwen teSied
Have enough peanuts emaciated or debilitated—the
harden.
It. A. CLAY, Agent, Franklin Wharf, Portland.
.Τ ή and skinned to fill a pan nearly cing—growing children—aged people—it
shelled
betand is a senslblo aid to renewed strength,
Pour on the
•u inch thick.

!Γιιαη1'κ

Sheriffs Sale.

when nearly

iaSdy
cold divide into

squares.

PEPPERMINT WAFERS

nnÏÏ.tr0

»
of
and
County of Oxford ss.
cup.* erana,«'ed sugar
11th, A. D. 1913. |
one-balf cup of water together and cook
Taken this Eleventh day of November, A. D. 10 minutes
the
ihe
after
clook
syrnp
by
lul l, on execution dated October Twenty Sevtwo or three dVopi
enth, A. 0.1913, Issued on a judgment readerei begins to boil. Add
for the Conntv of peppermint essence, take from the
Judicial
Court,
the
Supreme
by
of Oxford, at the term thereof begun and held Are and beat until the candy becomes
on the Second Tuesday of October, A. D. 1913, to
Drop by a teaspoon on parafwit: on the Twenty-First day of October, A. D. creamy.
1913, In favor of The Beacon Falls Bubbcr Shoe line paper and let staud 24 hour·.
and
law
established
a
by
Company, corporation
FRIED CHICKEN
located at Boaton In the County of Suffolk an·!
Commonwealth of Massachusetts, against Mabel
*end®r chickens cut into aiz
of
In
the
of
Oxford
H. Stanley
lltram.
County
and State of Maine, surviving partner of the late pieces, wipe dry and dust each piece
firm of K. U. Stanley A Co. which was composed
οηβ Ι>»Ιί cup of lard in
.
of tbe said Mabel H. Stanley and E. G. Stanley, a
pan and lay in the chioken. Cook
late of said Hiram, deceased, for One Hundred
have aU «Mes alike.
and Fifty Six Dollars and Seventv Cents, debt
TW with sail and pepper, lay on a plator damage, and Eighteen Dollars aad Five Cents,
Dust
costs of suit, and will be sold at publie auction
on the premises In said Hiram, to tbe highest
bidder, on the Twentieth Day of December, A.
D. 1913, at Ten O'c!ock In the forenoon, the folCANNED PEACH PIE
lowing described real estate and all the right,
title and Interest which the aald Mabel H. Stanwith r,cU cruet »nd put in
on
tbe
In
the
Sevand
bad
aad
to
same
has
ley
Of peach en
Uyer of
enth day of May, A. D. 1913, at 81x O'clock and >
Thirty Minutes In tbe afternoon, the time when Scatter on a* much sugar as needed b*
in
ssme
tbe
writ
tbe
on
was
attached
tbe same
the quality of the peaches. Cover with
suit, to wit: a certain lot or parcel of land with
. qoiok
tbe building· tbereon, situated In said Hiram • ri.b c'u.t.ndb.k.,.
aad bounded and ''escribed as follows: known Serve juat barely cool with a meringue
as tbe late Henry C. Huntress homestead farm:
beaten
°f "
said land Is bounded and described as bounded
of cream and
and described In tbe following deeds to said swff with one tablespoonful
:
from
wit
deed
to
warranty
one-half cup of powdered sugar.
Henry C Huntress,
Nathaniel W. Adams, dated March 36th, A. D.
LIOHT MUFFINS
1870, aad recorded In Oxford (Western IMstrtct)
Beglstry of Deed a, Book 30. Page Mi, warranty
Beat two eggs fight, add two cups of
deed from Elbrtdge E. Farnham, dated Decem* 1βτβ1 tablespoon of lard and the
ber 31st. A. D. 187*, and recorded In said BeglsSlftl 12 cups of
try of Deeds, Book 77, Page Ml, warranty deed
from Calvin P. Bonner, dated August 1Mb, A.
"It· ρ ο on of
D. lets, and reoorded In said BegUtry of Deeds,
three level teaspoons of bakine
Book SO, Page tit. warranty dceu frem Edward salt and
readd
and
to
the liquid
D.
and
1869,
B. Cole, dated February 7th, A.
powder together
corded In said Registry of Deeds, Book t3, Page Ingredient.. Beat hard for three minA.
William
Huntress,
from
31, warrantv deed
then bake in muffin pana.
dated July 13th, A. D. 1Λ3. and reoorded In said ute»,
Beglstry of Deeds. Book 47, Page 3L warranty
deed from William Huntress, dated November
Mould on preserves can be kept from
39th, A. D. 1882, aad recorded la said Beglstry of
a few drops of glycer·
Deeds, Book 47, Page 31, and warranty deed thatop by putting
from Horace A. Pike sad Ervln W. Pike, dated Ine around the edges of the jar before
said
In
and
recorded
Jaanary 18th. A. D. 1868,
screwing on the covers.
Beglstry of Deeds, Book S6, Page 383, meaning
and Intending to describe all tbe land owned by
A small dish of charcoal placed In jour
said Henry C. Hontreee la said Hiram, at bis
FBED 1. WHITON,
tie OSS sa
meat larder will keep the artloles.
two
Deputy Sheriff,
November

niiûî**
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flour!

a

CORN

or

,

If It does
ter spirits, glowing health.
not help you, your money will be given
back to you without argument. Sold In
this community only at our store—the
Rexall Store—one of more than 7,000
leading drug stores in the United States,

we

I

Me.

Makes Rapid Headway.
Add Thia Fact to Your 8tore of1

Knowledge.

often advances so rapidthat many a person is firmly in its
jraup before a warenf its progress. Prompt
attention should be given the slightest
lymptom of kidney disorder. If there
Is a dull pain In the back, headache*,
iitzy spells or a tired, worn-out feeling,
or It the kidney accretions are offensive,
Irregular or attended with pain, procure
s good kidney remedy at once.
Thousands recommend Doan's Kidney
Pills. Read the statement below:

ly

For Sale.

Gray
«*«

Kidney disease

lira. Persia A. Walker, Cottage St ,
Norway, Me., saya: "It glvea me pleasare to confirm my former endorsement
of Doan's Kidney Pills. They have done
I not Doan's Kidney
me a lot of good.
Pills when I was feeling miserable from
kidney disorders. Tbia remedy helped
me a short time, and I continued using
It until I waa well."
The above Is not an isolated case. Mr·.

our

Lace

Per Cord.

ESTATE

SALE

No. 306. THIS IS THE WELL-KNOWN C. II.1
FLOOD FARM. Nothing better In Maine for
It·* plzo. 110 acres. 80 acre* to pine, hemlock,
; while blrcli an<l pulp woo'l; 30 acre» tillage In
high state of cultivation to timothy, clover and
! general crops In their season; 30 acres spring
! wstcred pasture that will enrrr M hea<l.
OP BUILDINtiS, all connecting,
I FINE SET
creamery, Icc house, sheils, carriage repository,
bam 36x00, cellar and storage for carts. Locat1
ed midway between South Paris and Hebron
: Academy, 3 miles to R. R. Station; K. F. L). and
right near to neighbors. This Is a
J telephone;
rare offering In a farm. Good reasons for selling.
1'ilce #3100.
Easy terme.

Catalogue.

The Dennis Pike Real Estate

Agency,

NORWAY, ME,

Tel. 35-3

JOHNSONS
ANODYNE

LINIMENT

Fully Stocked

is the

Curtains

never-failing

remedy. Keep it in your
home and be ready for

both internal and
ternal ills.

25c and SOe everywhere
I. S.JOHNSON & CO., Ino.
Beaton, Mom.

Parsons' Pills
relieve eomtipation

Draperies.

fqnaie

S. P. Maxim & Son
Maine.

South Paris,
Bankrupt's Petition for

)

Discharge.

J)

and headache

R

GANDROWS,
JOHN
County of Oxfonl, ami
eal«l Dletrlct, resi>ectfully

of

ni,

Maine. in

Suie of

re··.·· rni· tliai ·ίι
day of I)eceml>er, 1 :.. ■> v-■ > I is y
.r.gn>»
bankrupt under the Λ·ι« of
*ur
that be :rn lu
to

adjudged

Bankruptcy;
relating
rendered all hie pro[>erty and right- f t i-u-cr
ty, ami has fully compiled with all the r··, in·
nirt
mente of Mid Acte and of the orders f
touching hie bankruptcy.
Wherefore he prays, That he may l><
by the Court to have a full discharge front a.
debt» provable Against hie eetate under -i''
Bankruptcy Acte, except such debt· a<< a:
excepted by law from euch discharge.
Dated this 17th day of Noveml»er, A. D. I'jI
JOHN QANDROW3, Bankrupt
ORDER OF NOTICE TOEREOW.
DiBTKicr ok Maine, ee.
On thle 22nd day of Nov., A. D. 1913, on rot·I
Ing the foregoing petition. It Is—
Ordered by the Court, That a hearing be ha
A. i
upon the name on the 2nd day of Jan.,
1914, before -aid Court at Portland, In said I'
n
ami
that
In
the
at
10
o'clock
forenoon;
trlct,
tlee thereof be publlahed In the Oxford Den
crat, a newspaper printed In said Dletrlct, a
that all known credltore, and other personIntereet, may appear at the eald time and pl*< <.
and ehow cauee, If auy they have, why the
I* granted.
prayer of eald petitioner ehould not
And It le further ordered by the Court, That
the Clerk shall eend by mall to all known cred
Itore copiée of eald petition and thle order, ad·
>f residence a*
dreeeed to them at tbelr pla«
stated.
►
iui.e.
Witness the Hon. Clark.*"
at 1'or·.
of the eald Court, and the seal tin ri
iJnd
the
on
day ut *· v.,
In
eald
District,
land,
A. D. 1913.

[L. 8.]

A true copy of
Attest:
47-19

rk
JAMES E. HKWKY.i
i»etltlou :tnd order thereon.
JAMES E. JIEWEY,tiers.

CirCLAIHED DEIONITH
IN THE

South Paris Savings Bank,
SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.

The following etatement contains the nan <,
the amount -landing to his credit, the last k m·
place of residence or post office address an I tl.f
fact of death. If known, of every depositor
»
South Paris Savings Bank, who has not m*
thereof, ■ Si
deposit, or withdrawn any part for
a
perl
part Of the dividende thereon,
more than 2<t yeare next preceding Novetnner
1913, and le not known to the treasurer s

living.

ex-

IN USE 103 YEARS

and

cr

J

SOLD ONLY BY

of Maine:

For Colds, Sore Throat,
Croup. For Aches,
Pains and Wounds,

be

$1.60,-1.00,-2.25

In Bankruptcy
Bankrupt.
mstove To the IIon. Clarkmck Hale, Judge of t
trict Court of the United States for the Dlatrt<

HENRY FLETCHER.

REAL

and

Economical

the 21st

Maine

Departments Will

High grade

In the matter of
JOHN G AND ROWS,

Birch Woo J fitted for

$5.00

MAINE.
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a
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I·
Unknown.
George C. Irvln,
;
I>"
Norway, Me.
Mrs. S. J. Brook*,
·<
Eunice J. Williams, South Pails, Me. I1»·'''
Me.
South Pari*,
Ethel Mixer,
I hereby certify that the above *tst<*
1 ··...
to my beet knowledge ana
true

according

4749

GEORGE M ATWoOD, Treasurer.
FRO BATE IfOTICES.

tne estai··ι
To all |>ereone lntcre*te I In Ithcr of
hereinafter nan» !
At a Probate Court, he.d at 1 arts,
I ufor the County of Oxford, on the third
of Nov.. In the year of our Lord netfc
fo,.owt
;
the
nlno hundred and thirteen,
.on
having been presented for the act
κει
Oui
U
hereinafter Indicated, It hereby
: ·· ■"
That notice thereof be given to all ι
r>.« r
te reste· 1, by causing a copy of thl·»
published three weeks
ford Democrat, a newspaper publish.
Parle, In said County, that they
.1 arl» π
at a Probate Court to be held at sal
·■· "
l>
the third Tuesday of December, A.
esr
nine of the clock In the forenoon, and
cause:
see
If
thereon
they

m_an.

NOTICE.

N.

Dayton

Bolster Co.

35 MARKET

SQUARE,

SOUTH PARIS,

MAINE

The subscriber hereby gives notice that h"
has been duly appointed executor of the last
will and testament of
KM Μ Λ J. KinUALL, late of Norway,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
All iiersons having
bonds as the law directs.
lemands against the estate of said deceased
for settlearc desired to present the same
ment, and all Indebted thereto are roqueted to
ninke pnvment Immediate'*
EUGENE F. SMITH.
Nov. 19th, 1913.
47-49

··

successif

';'"

d
;!
Louisa A. Lothrop late of Paris,
will and petition for probate there·.fl··
NOTICE.
therein
exccutor
Ellis
McAllister,
C.
by
he
thai
notice
subscriber
The
hereby gives
Oxford,
has been duly appointed administrator of the
Mary ». Parrott late of of .lame* r.
estate of
petition for the appointment s- ra.te« oftMARY W. HELL, late of Lovell,
roll and Elmer ΐ. Parrott
In the County of Oxford, decease·!, and given crttatc of eal«l Mary S l'.irrott tn \ ^ » ν
All persons buying ι R.
bonds as the law directs.
Parroit, deceased.
•lemands against the estate of Ml I deceased are
··
desired to present the same for settlement, and
·»*"■;;;
Alpheua Fuller late of Norway.
all Indebted thereto are requested to make l>etlUon that Jame* s W rlgh
"
<1
as·
eultable person be appoint·
pavment Immediately.
JOHN W. BELL.
of the eetate of eald deceased present
Nov. 19th, 1913.
Mabel M. Bacon, a daughter
47 49
nsforl, V
Emma L. Waahburne bte "f
NOTICE.
eeised ; llret aud Unal arcOODt μη
he
that
notice
executrix.
subscriber
The
hereby gives
allowance by Pauline Jordan,
baa been duly appointed executor of the last
•
Emma L. Waahburne late of
will and testament of
>n.·
EKENKZEi: HARLOW, late of Oxford.
eeised; petlilon for order to dMri ) ,' flBe
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given remaining In her hands preaent"·'
bonds as the law directe. All person-* living Jordan, executrix.
demands sgalust the estate oi said deceased
James W. Llbby late of Harttonl
sredeslied to present the same for i-elllement,
for allowance
and all Indebted thereto are requested to make Unal account presented
P. DeCoster, administrator.
pnvment Imr.iedlately.
JOHN Μ. Η Λ HLOVV.
Nov. 19th, 1913.
Charles L. Wilson late of
I for all- *it>
47 49
Ω ret and Unal account présenté
a «mlolst.ator.
by Charles K. WHson,
Iste of PsrU,
NOTICE.
(:,or« B. Hammond
f
account iire*ented for allowsoc#
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he ceaM· I
administrator.
L
the
of
Gray,
administrator
Walter
hae been duly appointed
estate of
of
Emma L Washburne late
olU«™
MKI.CHIOR E. TAYLOR, late of Byron.
..eiltl-.n for deterndnation of loris
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given ceaerd;
I
aullne
Uix presented by
Inheritance
deAll
havlinr
directs.
bends as (lie law
personminds against tl-e extate of said in ceased are executrix.
Oxford.
desired to present tho same for settlement, and
ltebecca B. Paine late of
all Indeb'cd thereto are requested to make pay- petition lor allowance out of per·"'0*·
widower.
M.
Paine,
ment Immediately.
presented by Abljih
JOHN H. THOMAS.
Nov. 19th, 1913.
wspI
Λ. Jndson Turner of Hebr. n.
47-49
» » l"
account presented for allowance t»>
NOTICE.
Gray, guanllan.
The subscr'.ltei hereby gives notice that lie lias
Margaret A. Rich late of Oifonl, )
Ix cn duly appoluted a inlnlstrator of the esnrrt scconnt présenté»! for allowance
tate of
S. Wright, aomlnlstrntor.
HOWARD K. MAINE3, late of Canton,
of said Court
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given I ADDISON E. DERRICK, Judge
All persons having
bonds as (he law directs.
coPi-a.te.tr
p
rt
deceased
said
the
estate
of
'icmands against
* re desired to
present the same for settlement,
«ΟΤΙΟΕ.
u:d all Indebted thereto are requested to mako
Siaies or
ii'ivmcnt in)Tr»»diately·
In the District Court of the United
ROSCOE F. STAPLES.
Nov. 19th, 1913.
District of Maine. In Bankrupts)
:

.ve

deccajH,

■

Canada and Great Britain.—Chas. R. I
Howard Co., "The Rexall Store," South

Paris,

Paris

Roofing

Send for

Store I

PARIS,

piffle

Dry Goods
Crockery and China
Carpets, Rugs, Mats,
and Art Squares

builder, especially good

tasty savory omelet

9te*mers lure FrankUn Wharf Tuesdays,
Thursdays and Saturday· at 6.-00 p. m.
Boston and Portland Line

Do not fail to see our
have the merit and we feel sure they

All

that It is

ί,ίί®1 "κ

FABE REDUCED
Portland aad Haw fork 93.OO.

get

SOUTH

CHRISTMAS is Near

tad mistake in
age, often make a very
using so-called "remedies" that contalo
alcohol and dangerous or habit-forming
drugs. Often this stuff, because it livens
and brightens them up a little just after
taking a dose, leads them to imagine

doing them good, when It Isn't.
the »ΡΡ,ββ· b»'*e them, Remedies that rely for their sale on such
thicktake one-half slice of bread spread
deceit, do barm, because the false excitely with butter, sprinkled with sugar. ment of the nerves and heart leaves
core
on
one
half
down, them worse than they were before.
bread,
apple
Lay
sprinkle more sugar and a little cinnaRezail Olive Oil Emulsion ia a real

naine Steamship Line

Made.

A. W. WALKER &.

1914 weather chart calendar for you.

Old people, to overcome the weakening* debilitating effects of increasing old

apple dessert

mon.

Holiday Goods.

The

oven.

eenta.

can

FOR

Chas H Howard Co

toaspoonful soda,

inserted

Better

GRAIN BINDER any day;
carry them all the time, call and see us before buying.
You

$20.00 each.

GAMES

tasle, flour and graham iu equal
to make ratbor a btiff batter.
into roll irons and bake in quick
*

til a silver knife blade
out clean. Serve cold.

WE HAVE THE

Nothing

Brownies,

Pike and the United

to

each.

MILK

Dip

Fall Machinery

Wallets, Card

Purses and

buy your

Now is the time to

assortment for

Blizzard and Cyclone Ensilage Gutters and Blowers

DOLLS, TOYS AND

as

<3>"

In

ter.

Prepare eggs as for plain omelet,
"L. F." MEDICINE CO.. Portland. Jfo strewing cold minced ham, cold boiled

*m

Hand Bags, 50c

varied than usual.

more

None bet-

One and one-half oupe of buttermilk.
one-half cup of sugar, odo spoon of

Atwood 'a

Bottle costs only 35

A

as a

year's

This

l·; All AM BOLLS MADE WITH 11 UTTER-

Raping

CO.,

STATIONERY

Recipes.

Trial Bottle FBEE.

lirtiS

Look for

Big

especially fine line of Ladies'
Rolls and Travelling Cases.

$1.00

la.

to tell yoa
that I think it one of the best houseI consider it one of
hold remedies.
the beet tonics on the market."
(Signed) Mrs. Ida Brown.

The

assortment

an

Kodaks, Premos, and

and quite a good many of them—are a
girl's birthright.—Mrs. Fred Nisewanger,

is Oftn Uinatural,

ing in praise of your L. P.
Medicine, I, too, would liko

large

CAMERAS

and Mrs. Brown's letter tells why it
Heat 3 cups of milk, add one cup of
has become their favorite tonic.
strong coffee, 6 tftbleepooos eugar, 4
eggs well beaten and one-half teaspoon
West Farmington, Me.:
vauula. Pour into cups and place lu a
is
writMrs.
"As my mother,
Smith,
pan of boiling water. Bake slowly un"
"

CS»P

so

An

Get one pound round steak, cut tbin
Cut into several pieces and brown on
stove with a little butter or clean grease.
Bacon is good. Do this about 9 o'clock
for noon dinner. Then cover witb water
and set back on range, letting it cook
once be"L. P." Atwood's Medicine taken until nearly 12 o'clock. Turn
tween and salt It. Then thicken the
daily, drives away that "tired feeling." gravy and turn over meat. Add more
It has helped New England folks earn water as it cooks.
the name of being "tireless workers,"
BAKED COFFEE CUSTARDS

ill».! I

shown

LEATHER GOODS

An extra hard day's work may tire
you. Bat if the close of every day finds
yoa worn and weary —your system
needs a TOXIC.

%

we

good
we have all the latest copyrights, as well
many new series this year. ^"At 50 cents
Gift Books, Poems,
Dainty
new books received as soon as published.
the
of
The
best
and
boys
girls.
and linen.
Birthday Books, &c. A big assortment for the children in paper

day, and every day while they
learning tbey are taking greater interest in their home. Certain things—

'ί
THAT "TIRED FEELING" "[J?™'
quantities

Catalogue.

South Paris.

bow some

I.

Send for

W. J. WHEELER &

are

The best safeguard against croup is a
bottle of Foley's Honey and Tar Compound in the bouse. P. H. Giun, Middletou, Ga., writes: "My children are
very susceptible to croup, easily catcb
cold. I give thetn Foley's Honey and
Tar Compound and in every instance
they get prompt relief and are soon
cured. Wo keep it at home and prevent
croup." S. E. Newell «ft Co., Paris. A.
E. Shurtleff Co., South Paria.

34

such in the final count.

now

BOOKS

that makes tho work fair, interesting
Her Dad (sternly)—So you want to
and equally beneficial to all. And each
marry my daughter, d yon?
takes pride and pleasure in doing her
Scared Suitor—Y yes. sir; b-b-but not
work as well as, and striving to do it a
to marry me.
wants
she
than
worse
any
little belter than her sister. There are
different little contests as the weeks go
Georgetown, Tezaa. J. A. Kimbro
by, and a generally happy, satisfactory
aays: "For several years past Foley's
time is tbe result.
has
been
and
Tar
my
Compound
Honey
The "kitchen" girl helps keep the
hounehold remedy for all coughs, coliU
room orderly and assists in the cooking
and luug troubles. It baa given permaand baking (doing considerable of it
nent relief in a number of cases of obstialone with the aid of suggestions and
nate conghs and colds." Contains no opibut has notbiog to do wilh
ates.
Refuse substitutes. S. E. Newell supervision)
We talk a good deal
A. E. Shurtleff Co., the dishwashing.
& Co., Paria.
about tbe "whys" and "wherefores" of
South Paris.
tbe things that we do and tbe subject of
balanced rations, variety and pleasing efFirst Dude—I bear Mies Flighty Is to fects, which keeps the interest at top
be married shortly.
notch. Health, economy, variety and
Second Dude— Ird^ed! Who la the good taste all have their places In the
fortunate man?
planning and carrying out of tbe menus.
First Dude—Her father.
The dining room and living room girl
helps make the beds and care for tbe
HIMNEGLECTS
WHO
ΓΠΕ MAN
rooms, and assists in tbe kitchen by
SELF
wiping dishes and getting and preparing
When bis condition pointa to kidney some of the vegetables, so that the
troubles take· an unwise risk. Back- "cook" will not have an unfair share of
as
ache, pain and soreness over the kidneys, the work. There are three times
nervous or dizzy spells, poor sleep, are mauy meals as bed makings in a day.
A gasoline engine furnishes tbe power
all symptoms that will disappear with
the regular use of Foley Kidney Pills. for my washing machine and wringer,
and
They put the kidneys and bladder in a but the girls help with the ironing
clean, strong and healthy condition. S. mending;
Of course, it is often easier to do the
E. Newell «ft Co., Paria. A. E. Shurtwork ourselves than to give the time and
leff Co., South Paris.
effort necessary to show someone else
is scarcely
"In my time," declared
grandma, how to do it, but "trouble"
tbe word that mothers have a right to
"girls were more modest."
with the training their
"I know," said the fiippant girl. "It use in connection
have a right to expect. Morewas a fad once. We may get back to it." daughters
over, these daughters are going to know

·_ MAINE.

STANDARD
SEWING
MACHINES.

or young.

Cases, Music

proprietor

SOUTH PARIS,

ready for tlîe inspection and apnicest
proval of all. We can supply you with the
and most appropriate gifts for little or big, old

trade, is

bands.

GUARDING AGAINST CROUP

Greenhouse,

E. P. CROCKETT,

Our new
full of the choicest selections for the Christmas

NOT BEYOND HELP AT 87
While it is well to learn from personal
Sleep-diaturbing bladder weakness, experience, the experience of someone
stiffness in joints, weak, inactive kidney else is usually a good thing to take as a
action and rheumatic pains, are all evi- basis on which to work. With young
dence of kidney trouble. Mrs. Mary A girl*, mother must be a general superinDean 47 Walnut St., Taunton, Mass., tendent of all departments. In our case,
writes: "I have passed my 87th birth- there being three little daughters of
day, and thought I was beyond the school age, the work is divided roughly
reach of medioine, but Foley Kidney into three parts; that of the kitchen,
Pills have proved most beneficial in my dining room and living rooms and bedcase." S. E. Newell & Co., Paris. A. rooms. Bach girl takes her turn for a
E. Shurtleff Co., South Paris.
week at a time at helping in these different
departments—au arrangement

MAINE.

NORWAY.

OF

At the

and beautiful line of Holiday Goods,

ly

30,000.00
40,000.00
50,000.00

UNDIVIDED PROFITS

IS AGAIN AT HAND

have you done so, Johnny?"
domestic science at home.
"Yes," said Johnny promptly.
For example, the nine and ten-jeer·
"That's right. Wbat did you do?"
olds were to take np sewing last fall in
"I went to see my sunt, and she'· al- their school work, so they took it up at
ways happy when I go home!"
home previously with tbeir mother. Of
oonrse they had already had some exCOUGHS THAT PREVENT SLEEP
perience in piecing doll quilts and helpbut we now took
These coughs are wearing snd if they ing make doll clothes,
up more systematically.
"bang on," csn run one down physically tbe worksome
holders were made and
First,
and lower the vital resistance to disease.
hemmed. Then as
Mr. Bob Ferguson, 319 Piue St., Green some dish towels
came on, as far as possiBay, Wise., writes: "I was greatly trou- spring sewing
over to the
bled with a bad oough that kept me ble, I turned tbe band work
awake nlghta. Two small bottlea of Fo- youag seamstresses.
School girls have not much time for
ley's Honey and Tar Compound comwhen vacations come,
pletely cured me." S. E. Newell <ft Co., housework, but
one in summer,
Paria. A. E. Shurtleff Co., South Paris. particularly the long
tbey are much better off if a systematic
disposal of their time is arranged. If it
Mr. Addiepate—But don't you think is not overdone they are really muob
me?
love
to
learn
could
you
happier and contented under such a
Miss Caustique—I'm afraid not. The
than to come with a plunge from
plan
doctor told me to attempt nothing that
school work to days with
systematic
would tire me.
a surplus of unemployed hours on their

$ 50,000.00

CAPITAL

SURPLUS

The Christmas Season

CHRYSANTHEMUMS

Walker ia only one of many In this vicin- j
Ity who bave gratefully endorsed Doan's.
[( your back aohes—if your kidneys
bother yon, don't ain.ply aak for a kidBey remedy—ask distinctly for Doan'i
Kidney Pitts—the same that Mrs. Walker
60c all stores.
bad.
Foster-Mil born
Do., Props., Buffalo, Ν. T.

Pocket-Knife, the Best
Tobacco-Cutting Machine

Your

Because it cuts the tobacco off the

plug as you use it

—Insuring you fresh tobacco for every pipeful. When
machines chop up tobacco months before it reaches your

pipe, the little pieces of tobacco lose their aroma. Whenyou
smoke them,

they burn fast and hot, and bite your tongue.

All the natural moisture, flavor and fragrance of the
tobacco are pressed into the Sickle Plug, and kept there
by nature's own protector—the natural leaf -wrapper.
It only takes a couple of minutes to whittle off a pipeful—
and you are rewarded by a cool, sweet, satisfying smoke
that no ready-cut-up tobacco in the world can give you.
Convenient—no bulge in your pocket. Economical—no
package to pay for—no loose tobacco to get spilled and wasted.
Get a plug of Sickle at your dealer's today.

•«for·1,,, d^

;*"»·
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NOTICE.

In the matter of
Gvoroe Wai.teb llorKlN».
of Milton Plantation,

|I

in

itankrui'tf.'·

J

·■
Bankrupt.
I
W alter iinuklo·.
hereby gives notice that he has
To the creditor of beorge
j
.ven duly appointed administrator of the eso(
the County of oxford and 'Ustrlct
^
ta e of
Notice le hereby given that on «tfie
l k,ni
ETHELYN Ε. Ι)Λ VH, late of Woodstock,
Nov.. Λ. D IH13. the e.ild Gorge ao· tna. hii r»i
•ι. the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
bankrupt
was duly adjudicate·!
'•«•nils s< the law dlncts. All persons having
heM an»'
meeting of Ms cwlltors will be
demand· against the estate of said decease I of the Referee, No. 8 Market
u 4l ju
tor
the
same
settlement,
ue ·<ι«ΐιοιΐ
Dec.A·'
prescut
Maine, on the 17th <tav ot win·
h tlm the
■nid all Indebu-i! thereto are requested to make
at
forenoon,
In
the
o'clock
^
pnym<>nt immed'ately.
credltore may attend, prove
f
'trsB»»f
ELMER B. DAVIS.
Not. 19th, 1913.
a trustee, examine the ,,anl'Ir1^|· L rom« ^
y
47-40
such other bnelnesa aa may proi>er
fore said meeting.
South Parla, Nov. SM>U. GBA γι.
WALTER L.
Kclrne In Bankrupt
48^0
FOI RHEUMATISM KIDNEYS AMD BIADOER
rhe snliscnlicr

s'on^
-·

Square.^

FOLEY KIDNEY PHIS

<

